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(born 1895)

E.Burnham

Chamberlain
In 1949, E. Burnham Chamberlain teamed with his longtime
friend, Alexander Sprunt, Jr., to produce South Carolina Bird Life, widely
recognized as one of the best and most authoritative of state bird books .
Chamberlain began his ornithological career as a boy under the inspiring
tutelage of the legendary Arthur T. Wayne . Chamberlain joined the staff
of the Charleston Museum in 1924, where for many years he held the title of
Curator of Vertebrate Zoology. Here his fine attention to detail and careful
scientific mind soon earned him recognition as an expert in the fields of mammology
and herpetology as well as ornithology, and he contributed a wealth of material
and information to the museum's collections and files. Now retired, Chamberlain
remain s active in the natural history affairs of his native Charleston and South Carolina.
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Our biggest feature this issue is on Teddy Roosevelt, president , quthor ,
hu·nter and conservationist. Of all the great men I have ever read about, Teddy
ranks in my personal top three, along with Thomas Jefferson and Robert E.
Lee. That's pretty heady company, but he was a fantastic individual. (I don 't
care if he did have a good press agent.) This man was certainly the greatest
co11servationist the United States ever produced , and perhaps he was also the
greatest sportsman and hunter we ever had , too . I've always felt like the best
do-·g ooders were those who had a vested interest, because they will still be
beating the log long after the idealists have gone. That's why I keep saying that
hunters have saved the wildlife in this country. And Teddy was one of the
main ones. Peggy Robbins··of Memphis , Tennessee wrote the piece on Mr.
Roosevelt. She has won the top award for history writing in magazines three
out of the last four years . I think you ' ll enjoy her story, and be amazed at
some of the accomplishments of this great man. Do you know that he wrote
more than 100,000 letters in his lifetime?
I wrote the story on Roger Tory Peterson, but that's not where the message
from this great ornithologist comes from . Just look at his painting! I think tne
quail on our front cover are the best I've ever seen done anywhere . I spent
the day with him at his home in Old Lyme, Connecticut and it was a delightful
experience. He really know~ his birds , and he certainly has a fondness for his
memories of South Carolina. His story about the Santee Swamp is extremely
interesting, particularly his statement of seeing more than 1,200 wood ducks in
just a few days.
·
We have a story this issue on nuclear power, and how it relates to South
Carolina . To be quite frank , this nuclear stuff really scares me. The enormous
destructive power of radiation from just one accident could wife us all out in
the twinkling of an eye . And from my limited layman's point o view, the
people who are supposed to be regulating these things seem just as confused
as I am. Tom Baxter, formerly of Cfiarleston , wrote the piece. He now works
for the Atlanta Journal and he wrote a series for them on nuclear power
recently . He's had two previqus pieces in our magazine; he wrote the whale
and offshore oil articles for us . I don 't understand why he felt he had to move
up north , but maybe Atlanta won't be too bad.
·
A hobby more and more of our readers are 'takir,g up is bird feeding. No,
Mr. Lachicotte , not the corn in the pond type, but sor,gbirds. I startecf a
couple of years ago , nothing fancy, just a board across another board , but the
birds will really come, especially in the winter. It's a lot of fun , and if you read
John Dennis' article on bird feeders you might learn a couple of things. John
recently r,ublished a book on bird feeders , " A Complete Guide to Bird
Feeding, ' and he can tell you a whole bunch of fancy stuff.
We also have a little piece on group names of animals which was sent to us
by Dr. William A. Burn s, the director of the Floren c:: e Museum . This is a pretty
fun thin?. you ca~ do yourself, nami~g groups of things or ind~viduals , such as
a " flood ' of engineers , a " leer" of girl watchers , or even a " wisdom " of
commissioners. That's stretching it a bit, but it's furi. Then there's a " promi se"
of politicians , an " absence" of artists , a " sop " of biscuit eaters and a " slurp "
of coffee drinkers. This could go on and on .

lWPOn
Kati e Lee Ashm o re
of Gree nvill e is an active
o utdoorsw o man , painter
and m oth e r of three children .

Caring for the

Environment
Last year, your beautiful magazine did an article
on several little known rivers in South Carolina. You
should now consider taking a return trip . Our
family has been enchanted by the Eastatoe River,
and we are awed by its beauty, but every time we
go back , we are appalled at the accumulation of
ritter and just plain garbage. Let us not glorify
garbage by calling it litter - empty coke cans and
oroken beer bottles and styrofoam cups are not
litter.
Recently, we witnessed a fantastic opportunity for
a wild fire that could have burned off thousands of
acres. Some campers , or backpackers, or cold
fishermen had started a fire without exercising even
the most basic principles of campfire building.
When we first saw the smoldering remains within a
foot' s distance of dry leaves and grass, with no
rocks or sand or anything to separate the fire from
the brush, we walked on past. We assumed that the
future pyromaniacs were close by, and would not
appreciate our drowning their source of heat or
cooking method .
We went on upstream , and enjoyed a delightful
sunny day of frustration. We have decided that
trout are very well educated before they leave the
hatchery, and we could see a whole class of
successful Ph.D . candidates. The children enjoyed
the paths , and I was thrilled with the trillium
blooming . But it is so disheartening to come upon a
rare and beautiful flower that is having to share it's
space in the world with a non-returnable glass
bottle .
On the way back to our car, we noticed that the
potentially hazardous fire was still smoldering, and I
decided the time to help Smoky Bear was at hand.
There was an empty can close by (naturally). As a
matter of fact , there were several cans nearby, but
the biggest one had the remainder of cooking
shortening in it, and that did not seem like a wise
vessel to use to put out a fire . So I got some water
from the river - lots and lots of trips up and down
the bank - then found some wet sand, and I hope
the fire was put completely out before I left.
The purpose of this editorial is not to "blow my
own horn." The fire may well have gone out on its
own in due time, and that was apparently the
attitude taken by the 45 to 50 fishermen who walked
right by it with hardly a glance . The purpose is tq

invite you to come back to the Eastatoe , and open
both eyes to see not only the beautiful , but also the
ugly. I feel relatively sure that most people have
"selective vision, " and see only what they want to
see, but maybe there are lots of folks who don 't
·
actually "see" at al I.
I could not consider myself a conscientious writer
if I offered no solutions to a problem that has no
solution. May I suggest, however, that garbage
containers be placea in lots of strategic and very
visible spots. Part of the problem with this seems to
b~ that they are not emptied as often as they should
be, and the garbage surrounds the containers. This
seems to foster the attitude of "Well, if the trash
bureaucracy does not care ·enough to even empty
the things, whr, should I bother to try to get my
·
trash in there? '
We met a gentleman on our trip who just had to
tell us about being fined $25.00 for throwing down
orie beer can . My first thought was " Hoo-ray for the
game warden!" We only need one behind every
oush to begin to educate that part of tlie population
who have no apparent respect for their terrain. It
seems that hitting people in the billfold is one way
to get their attention , but I wonder if, when the
pain of paying the fine has subsided , the same man
will not deposit another beer can wherever he may
be when he realizes that there is no more to drink.
Why not encourage hiking and backpacking clubs
to clean up wherever their tracks take them?
Whoever brings in the least litter has to wash all the
pots and pans1! How about these ever popular
off-road vehicle clubs? Their membership would
have a marvelous opporfunity to clean up , and they
would have a better means of hauling their
collection than the hikers would.
To single out any"one group, whether they are
bird-watchers, or hog-callers, will not solve a
problem that is caused by a great number of
apathetic, careless, and plain •stupid people. I have
enjoyed the public service announcements on TV
about Clean Up America, but it seems that the local
population does not consider themselves as part of
America that needs to clean up.
Perhaps what all this typing has been trying to say
is that education is essential right now, if we are to
preserve any area of natural beauty. This education
must be on a local, eyeball to eyeball level , and
every living mortal must be made to realize that we
all h_ave a responsibility to our environment.
How can you instill in people that rivers , and
mountains, and certain lakes are their property to
enjoy, but they must care for them? Who , do you
suppose, would have a picnic in their own
backyard and leave all the paper and trash right
where it fell? It seems that if we could convince
people that wherever they are is their backyard ,
the problem of litter would be solved with pride;
not just of ownership but pride of residence.
-Katie Lee Ashmore

Viewpoint is a forum for the ideas of people interested in the outdoor world .
The o pinio ns expressed here are not necessarily those of the magazine staff or the South Carolina Wildlife and Marine Resources Department.
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by John V. Dennis

Bring Birds
toYour Backyard
Attracting birds by feeding
them is a great way to get
closer to some of our best
contacts with the natural world.
Feeding birds is a hobb y that can be pursu ed anyw
here. But for
year- round pleas ure , there is no state quite like
South Carol ina.
Durin g the summ er, the state has more than its share
of color ful birds
from the tropic s and in winte r there is a rich repre
senta tion of almos t
equal ly glamo rous north ern birds.
I hope I can say this witho ut injuri ng pride in nearb
y states which
also have a lot to offer. My reaso ning in giving South
Carol ina an edge
is based upon its geogr aphic al locati on . The.g round
dove and painte d
bunti ng, two very attrac tive visito rs to feedin g statio
ns , are appro ximatel y at the north ern limits of their breed ing
ranges in South
Carol ina .
The painte d bunti ng, one of the most color ful of
all birds, is largel y
coastal and occur s only in summ er. The male is
a gorge ous red and
blue bi rd with a golde n-gre en back. The femal e is
a green -yello w and
would scarcely be recog nizab le away from her mate.
Coastal resorts
like Myrtl e Beach , Pawleys Island , and Hilton Head
Island are good
places to find and feed these birds. But there is
some evide nce that

this bunting is extending its range inland in South Carolina. In recent
years painted buntings have appeared at feeding stations as far inland
as Sumter. To succeed with this bird, the yard must contain plenty of
shrubbery and feeders should be stocked with small seeds like millet,
canary seed , and fine scratch feed.
South Carolina is well situated for receiving a good variety of
northern or far northern birds that normally in fall wing thei rway only
as far as the mid-Atlantic region and no further . Among those that
commonly visit feeding stations are the white-throated sparrow,
white-crowned sparrow, tree sparrow, dark-eyed junco, and a
number of nomadic wanderers to which has been applied the name
" northern finch ." Although northern finches are regarded as erratic
invaders-present one winter and absent the next- South Carolina
feeding stations can almost always count upon evening grosbeaks
and purple finches in winter. Less expected is the pine sis kin and only
on a few occasions has the red crossbill put in an appearance.
The evening grosbeak is a bird of the northern wilderness that has
taken to feeding stations with such a vengeance that its whole way of
life has been altered. Around 1900, evening grosbeaks were beginning to appear in small numbers in winter in New England. Gradually
flocks began coming further south and in 1951 the Carolinas experienced their first big evening grosbeak invasion . Now these handsome black , white, and yellow birds with large parrot-like beaks
appear every winter, although some years in much greater numbers
than others . I had a backwoodsman, who lived near the edge of one
of the big South Carolina river swamps, once tell me thatthe Carolina
paroquet was not extinct. He had several times seen flocks feeding in ,
the tops of trees. However, his description of the bird seemed to fit
more closely that of the evening grosbeak. This large northern finch is
quite parrot-like both in appearance and mannerisms . So long as
there is a good supply of sunflower seeds present, it comes confidently to feeding stations . Its feeding hours are primarily early morning until noon.
The purple finch - really not purple but a streaked reddish and
brown bird with a raspberry hue-is an old standby in winter at many
South Carolina feeding stations. Like the evening grosbeak, it prefers
sunflower. Still another finch, western in origin but introduced to the
East, has been making winter appearances in South Carolina. This is
the house finch that was released in the New York City region in 1941
and which has spread far and wide since then . One should be careful
to distinguish this small finch from the very similar purple finch.
Finally in the finch line there is the brightly colored, nearly all yellow,
American goldfinch. Look for large flocks in winter and be prepared
with sunflower and thistle seed .
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Suet, especially when melted and enriched with
foods like peanut butter and cornmeal, is one of
the best of winter bird foods. Above are several
suet feeders yo u can make yo urself: (1) a small
log with drilled holes, (2) a coconut shell with a
bird-sized opening in one end, (3) a coarsemesh onion or fruit bag, and. (4) a large open
pine cone dipped in or packed with suet.
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Drastic changes in habit and range are not confined to the fi~ches
by any means. The ori9les, which are brightly colored mem?ers of the
blackbird family, have been undergoing drastic changes since about
1950 1 when bird feeding became a widespread , popular hobby . At
first in New England and then further south, t~e n?rthe_rn ?ri~I:
(formerly Baltimore oriole) began staying behind in winter in s1gnif1cant numbers . Although the greatest number continued to fly to the
tropics, the stay-behinds seem to have found a good thing and now
more and more of them ar~ gracing our winter landscape.
Beginning in 1971, Evelyn Dabbs of Sumter began keeping a record
of the number of northern orioles that attended her feeding stations
through the winter . She did this by capturing birds in baited banding
traps and then releasing the birds after marking them with numbered
aluminum leg bands supplied by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.
The first winter she banded no less than 34 of the orioles. This gave
her a good idea of the size of the flock patronizing her feeders. The
next year she had an even larger flock, and so it has gone each
succeeding winter. Always at least one-fourth ot"the flock consists of
oldtimers that wear bands of previous seasons. Mrs . Dabbs' success
in attracting orioles lies largely in the varied and lavish menu available
at her feeders . The birds receive daily offerings of halved apple and
orange, marshmallows impaled on twigs , doughnuts , cooked rice ,
and cornmeal and peanut butter stirred into rendered suet. If I were a
northern oriole , I am sure I would keep coming back to these well
stocked feeders each winter instead of making the long, hazardous
flight to the tropics . Our other eastern oriole, the smaller, more
demure orchard oriole is an occasional visitor to feeders during the
summer. Rarely does one remain to spend the winter at a feeding
station.
As may be gathered, birds do not catch on to artificial feeding all at
once . A few sharp-eyed birds , like the downy woodpecker , chickadee, white-breasted nuthatch , and junco, took to feeders as soon as
people started offering food to birds, which was toward the end of

If you're just starting to feed birds, an
experimental bird cafeteria (far left) with its
feeding tray divided into a number of
compartments, will help you determine which
feeds are most popular. A quart jar feeder (left)
is an excellent way to serve sunflower seeds .
Crossbars keep larger birds out so that feed is
conserved for chickadees, nuthatches and other
small birds. A window feeder (which can be a
simple tray attached to your windowsill, or a
more complex structure with specialized feeding
devices) brings birds almost into your
house (below) .

the last century. Other birds followed their example, until at present
about 120 eastern species can be considered reasonably common
visitors to feeding stations. Not that every yard can expect anything
like this number. In South Carolina a year-round visitor list of about
40 species is above average. But birds know a good thing when they
see it. Gradually more species are catching on, and, interestingly,
South Carolina seems to be the starting point of several.
I recall my amazement some years back when I observed a flock of
around a dozen eastern meadowlarks coming to a motel feeder at
Gardens Corner, South Carolina. While most of the birds fed on the
ground below a window feeder, several came right up to a shelf to
feed with purple finches and orioles. Prior to making this obser,vation, I had regarded the meadowlark as a bad weather bird that came
into barnyards and near residences only under the pressure of heavy
snow cover. But the Gardens Corner birds were coming for food daily •
regardless of the weather. Obviously a new habit was in the making.
Still another example is afforded by the brown-headed nuthatch.
This smallest of eastern nuthatches, that may be distinguished by its
brown head, keeps pretty much to itself and is rarely found outside
the southern pine forest. During the spring of 1975, a pair of these
birds began frequenting a second story feeder at the Harry Hampton
residence on the outskirts of Columbia. The dominant trees in the
yard were oaks and hickories. Visits lasted daily for about a month
and then the birds moved on. from this beginning and a few other
similar observations, I would predict that the brown-headed
nuthatch is about to join the ranks of expected bird visitors at feeding
stations.
There always seems to be another outlandish occurrence to top the
one that you thought was so exceptional. This has happened to me
several times when keeping records of birds at feeding stations in
South Carolina. I am indebted to Jay Shuler, a fellow naturalist who
lives near McClellanville, for several of the most extraordinary feeding station records that I know of . His first strange record was of a
common egret and a glossy ibis, on an exceptionally cold day in
February, that came to pieces of suet that had fallen from the bi .rd
feeder. The occurrence may seem a little less strange when I say that
the Shuler residence is on the edge of the vast marshes that comprise
the Cape Romain National Wildlife Refuge . But again in July of 1975, a
visitor of a very different kind fed briefly upon millet or finely cracked
corn at a second story feeder at the Shuler residence. This was a
crested flycatcher, a largely insectivorous bi rd that I had never before
heard of visiting a feeding station.
Feeding birds is an exciting hobby that has swept nearly all of North
America . But, as I am careful to point out in my book "A Complete

The weather vane feeder above has the
advantage of turning away from the wind. Use
314 inch boards and make the feeder 24 inches
wide and about 20 inches deep. The roof should
slope from 10 inches high at the front to about
eight inches at the back. Cut arms or vanes to
extend at least 20 inches in front of the feeder.
Attach a wooden strip an inch or two high
across the front of the feeder to contain seeds.
The feeder is attached to a post by a wooden
dowel which runs through a hole in the bottom
of the feeder to a block of wood in its ceiling,
where a hole is drilled to receive it. Both hofes
should be slightly larger than the dowel so that
the rotating feeder does not bind against it.
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Among commercial feeders which are attractive
to birds are (1) the popular Yankee feeder,
which can be suspended or post-mounted;
(2) the seed saver with an adjustable dome that
can be raised or lowered to admit only birds of
a specific size; (3) the thistle stocking, beloved
of goldfinches; and (4) the suet net.

8

Guide to Bird Feeding," there are a few rules that should be followed
and some knotty problems. It is important to have a number of bird
feeders and to offer several kinds of bird foods. Food should be made
available at several levels and in a variety of feeders. Do not concentrate feeders in one place. Have them at varying distances from the
house and in protected places where they can be viewed from windows well suited for bi rd watching. Although it is perfectly all right to
scatter food on the ground for doves and other ground feeding birds,
most of the food, especially more expensive items , should be in
weather-proof hanging feeders. Those that are especially popular
today are the Droll Yankee, Seed Saver, and Satellite. These sturdy
hanging models are designed to release only small amounts of food at
a time. Also not every bird that comes along can use them . These
feeders therefore save on the food bill , and, at the same time, are
reasonably successful in discouraging unwanted species.
No feeding station menu is complete without sunflower seeds. The
seeds are relished by all of the most desirable species that visit
feeding stations. Not far behind in popularity are many bird seed
mixtures that are sold commercially. But, if at all possible , buy in bulk
and avoid handy little packages that are nearly twice as expensive . Try
for richer mixtures that contain sunflower, canary seed, and millet. A
recent addition to the feeding station menu is thistle seed . In reality a
relative of the thistle called niger and imported from Ethiopia, this
small but expensive seed is so well Ii ked by finches that many of us
feel that we couldn't do without it. Fortunately the less desirable
feeding station visitors have little or no use for thistle. Offer only in
thrifty feeders like the Droll Yankee Thistle Feeder or a special mesh
bag known as the Thistle Stocking.
It would be a mistake to limit one's offerings entirely to seeds and
grain. Other foods should be supplied both to ma"ke for a balanced
' diet and to satisfy more discriminating tastes. For example, we could
hardly expect to entice the mockingbird, kinglets, warblers, orioles,
and tanagers without offering fruits , berries, nutmeats, fats and bakery products. Certainly suet is one of the best of all bird foods. This is
especially true when it has been rendered and other ingredients,
such as cornmeal and peanut butter, mixed in. Kitchen scraps, including egg shell and melon seeds, are other food items to consider.
Using wastes of various kinds will help greatly in making for an
economical feeding program.
Birds supply one of the best contacts we have with nature . Many of
them are not repelled by the urban environment; indeed several
colorful species flourish within city and suburb. Even apartment
dwellers can have good success with bi rd feeders outside their
windows.
We do birds a favor by feeding them; but more than this, we do
ourselves the biggest favor of all since in watching birds we find an
inner peace and an enjoyment that is often missing in modern life . No
one in South Carolina is far from the sound and sight of birdlife . A
little attention to the needs of birds will bring them ever so much
closer. If you haven't given this hobby a try, why not consider having a
bird feeding program of your own? Birds will respond readily at any
season but most promptly at the onset of cold weather.

(John V. Dennis' book, A Complete Guide to Bird Feeding, was
recently published by Alfred Knopf, Inc . of New York and is available
in book stores for $10:00.)

The famous artist, naturalist and
author remembers South Cai-olina
as the scene of some of his most
memorable experiences.
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by John Culler
As soon as I finished school, the first place I wanted to
visit was South Carolina, for two reasons. The first was
because I wanted to see shore birds, and the second was
because I wanted to visit Arthur Wayne of Mt. Pleasant,
one of a long line of outstanding ornithologists from your
state, and one whom I have always considered a genius."
The speaker was Roger Tory Peterson, relaxing in his
living room in Old Lyme, Connecticut. I had arrived earlier that morning to interview Dr. Peterson, whose manyfaceted career has won him world acclaim as a naturalist,
artist and author. In his writings he has spoken warmly of
South Carolina and his friends here, and he seemed eager
to relate some of the adventures which resulted from his
early visits.
"I had written Mr. Wayne earlier and asked if he would
see me if I came to Charleston, and was very happy to
receive a letter from him inviting me to come to his home. I
had no money, and in those days - it was about 1928 the best way to go south was by boat." He smiled, and I
knew it made him feel good to remember the outcome. "I
painted 80 end tables at a dollar apiece to raise the $69
needed for the round-trip fare. I had $11 left, and I watched
every nickel as closely as I could so I could eat until I got
back home.
11

"When I arriv~d in Charleston I was anxious to see some
birds, so I found a little black boy who agreed to row me
over to Sullivan's Island. I promised him a quarter if he
would pick me up the next day, and set out with my tent
and scanty supplies. I saw few birds the remainder of the
day, and during the night a great storm came up and blew
my tent down. I was soaked, and when I woke up the next
morning two goats were eating my tent and a ghost crab
had found a home under my neck."
Peterson said the boy returned for him the next day at
the appointed time, and he walked to Mt. Pleasant to find
Wayne. " When I knocked on his door, he greeted me
friendly enough, but before the conversation went very far
he wp.}ked me to the edge of his yard and pointed to a bird
flying over the marsh. 'What kind of bird is that?' he asked .
'It's a roseate tern,' I said. With that, he invited me into his
home, and I stayed there for three days. He was a perfectionist, and his study skins were the most perfect I have
ever seen, before or since. There is no doubt but that he
was a genius."
Wayne was an old man then, and he died a few years
later. He seemed depressed, Peterson said, "and he told
me his life had been a failure. I never understood why he
said that."
9

Ruffed Grouse
To the sportsman, the Ruffed Grouse or " partridge" is the finest of
all ga me birds, a challenge to the expert, the despair of the novice.
Bursting from the undergrow th with a clatter of wings, it seems to
manage to kee p tree trunks and branches between itself and its pursuer, a habit probably developed to evade the goshawk and other
predators long before hunters scoured the woods. Although grouse
raise their broods on my 70 acres in Connecticut, I seldom hear the
drumming of the male, a muffle d thumping tha t sta rts slowly, ac-

celera ting into a whir: bup .. . bup . . . bup . .. bup . . bup . bup ..
up . R-rrr. With luck I may fl ush a bird as I walk the path to my studio
or may even scatter a brood of young. One autumn a grouse flew
through a window in the basement of my studio and flew ou t, breaking
another pane nearly 30 fee t away . In Southern Connecticut occasional
birds are as tame as chickens. Not so in mnst of their ra11ge which
extends from coast to coast through the northern states. Ruffed Grouse
come zn two color phases, gray and rusty- the latter is shown here.

Since then, Peterson has become
home . His studio is about fifty yards
the most well-known ornithologist of
up the hill behind his house, and is
this century, and his accomplishfilled with treasures, photographs,
ments make one wonder how one
and books . While there, I saw study
man would have the time to do so
skins of ivory-billed woodpeckers,
much.
passenger pigeons and the strange
After he finished high school, he
Carolina paroquet. He has more than
spent four years in art school, first at
100,000 slides taken around the
the Art Students League in New York
world, photography being another of
and later at the National Academy of
his talents.
Design, then became an instructor of
I wondered if it were possible to
art and science at the Rivers School of
talk to this man at any length without
Brookline, Massachusetts . It was durmentioning birds. Birds are his coning this time that Peterson developed
suming passion. When he writes, he
his unique system for identifying
writes of birds. Birds are his subjects
birds in the field . In 1934, his first
when he paints, and even in converField Guide to the Birds, after rejection
sation his ear is attuned to the peeps
by five publishers, was published by
and murmurs of the birds outside the
Houghton Mifflin. Since then, over a
house . " Listen," he said once, intermillion and a half copies have been
rupting our conversation, " those are
sold and the field guide series with
the first evening grosbeaks I've heard
Peterson as editor now covers all
this year!"
things natural from sea shells, rocks
As we walked up the path toward
and minerals to the night skies. He
his studio, a flicker of shadow apRoger Tory Peterson examines
has authored fourteen books with a
peared and was gone . I had seen nohis study skin of a Carolina
total sale of nearly seven million
thing, but he murmured, " I wonder
paroquet. Behind him on the easel
copies .
are pages for the revised version of
what that sharp-shinned hawk was
Just to list the awards, degrees, and
his A Field Guide to the Birds,
doing coming on a south wind. Listen
travels of this man would take literally
first published in 1934 and the inito the chickadees. They knew he was
tial volume in the famou s Peterson
pages of this magazine. No less than
here. " As I listened, sure enough, I
Field Guide series which covers
six colleges have conferred their Docheard the peep-peep of a chickadee,
subjects from sea shells to stars.
tor of Science degree upon him. " Inthen another.
teresting thing about that," he said,
On hi~ first trip to South Carolina,
" every single one is Doctor of Sciduring the three days he was staying
ence . I don't consider myself a scientist, I'm an artist. It's
with Wayne - " we talked a lot about rails" - the South
strange that it's worked out like it has."
Carolinian received an invitation to visit Bulls Island,
One would expect a person as successful as Peterson to
which at that time was in private ownership. "Wayne
live in a mansion and be attended by numerous servants,
didn't want to go, and he asked if I could take his place on
but not so. Old Lyme is a very pleasant place, and in the
the trip . I was delighted, and not only did I have a great
fall, when I was there , it is beautiful. It' s rolling counexperience, but I met two men who were to become
tryside, and the brilliant red and yellow of the leaves set
lifelong friends , Alexander Sprunt and E. Burnham
the stage for the Cap,e Cod style homes, each with its
Chamberlain." (Peterson later contributed illustrations to
attendant stone fence across the front . Peterson lives on 71
Sprunt and Chamberlain's definitive book, Bird Life of
acres of hill and vale, in a nice, but certainly not lavish,
South Carolina.)
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Barn Owl
This long-legged, knock-kneed, pale, monkey-faced owl is one of
the most widespread birds in the world, found on several continents. In
the New World it ranges from southern Canada to Tierra del Fuego ,
where I once picked up a feather . It is scarce around Old Lyme where I
live , but I have, on more than one occasion , heard its shrill, rasping
shiiish as one flew over my hillside estate on its way to the marshes at

the mouth of the Connecticut River. This flying mousetrap depends
more on its ears than its eyes, and can pinpoint a mouse in a darkened
room . I recall the famous barn owls that raised farr.zilies of golliwogs for
more than 80 years in a tower of the old Smithsonian building in
Washington . They would fly forth over the government buildings at
dusk to hunt rats and mice .

Peterson told me of willets so tame he could actually
touch them on their nests, and his first turtle egg omelet.
"Of course they weren't protected back then; turtle eggs
were even being sold on the street in Charleston," he said .
Peterson amazed me when he told of finding a black and
white warbler on Bulls Island, "on June 11th. I figured he
was injured or he would have gone long before." How can
a bird make such an impression that even the date of the
sighting is remembered 47 years later?
Peterson was so impressed with the island that a couple
of years later, when he married, he and his wife spent their
honeymoon on Bulls Island. "While we were there," he
said, "several pilot whales had beached themselves. As I
was walking up to them amid the palms that had been
washed down by the surf, I saw a flock of wild turkeys at
the edge of the woods. I remember thinking what a strange
combination they made - turkeys, palms and whales."
The naturalist-artis t made many more visits to South
Carolina, but one of the most memorable was in March of
1938, when he spent 10 days in Santee Swamp, looking for
the elusive ivory-billed woodpecker. Following is his account of the adventure, taken from his book, Birds Over

thought - penetrating this virgin territory. Walsh and I would
be the first birdmen ever to cover this section of river.
Unpacking our folding boat, we stretched its vulcanized
rubber hull over the skeleton framework , made the fastenings
tight and eased the trim eighteen-foot craft into the water.
Food, enough to last five or six days, was stowed fore and aft,
and with double-bladed paddles flashing , we slipped into the
silty flow .
It was late in the day when we made our start, and our better
judgement should have held us until next morning, but we were
eager to be on the river for at least an hour or two before making
camp . The exhilaration of floating between walls of moss-hung
cypresses and verdant tangles crowned by large white
Cherokee roses and yellow Jessamine obliterated all thoughts of
time and caution, and darkness found us without a camping
spot. We welcomed this excuse to make a night of it on the
river, loafing in the current, listening to the night sounds.
With paddles across our knees, ready for quick action should
a riffle betray a snag, we floated along. Several times the
sudden slap of an alligator's tail, or a leaping carp , made us
jump. We pierced the darkness with the thin beam of our
flashlight in the direction of strange animal voices, but could do
nothing. Occasionally a white-throated sparrow sang in the
blackness, as if disturbed from fitful slumber. We drifted into
little parties of wood ducks concernedly uttering their soft
finch-like jeee. At the stabbing flash of the light they fled , the
females almost screaming their terrified who-eek!
The real bird of the night in the Santee is the barred owl.
From everywhere came their baritone hootings - Who cooks
for you, who cooks for you all? Two owls "talking" to each
other in mellow southern accent would work up to a pitch that
reverberated back and forth through the swamp . Although we
saw the dim form of but one of them that evening, we counted
fifty-five of them hooting in the course of a few miles!
_}3:ather than pass by too much of the river country at night,
we pulled up to the right bank, wedged the prow between two
logs, and waited for morning. People trained in the art of
sleeping under adverse conditions can get their forty winks
anywhere - in the rear seat of an automobile, on the floor , or
even standing up, hanging to a subway strap . We had never
before tried sleeping in a sitting posture in a narrow , unstable
boat, but we eventually dropped into a sort of coma that
certainly could not have been called slumber. Daylight seemed
interminably long in coming. For hours we imagined we could
see the sky lightening toward the horizon. Awakening from a
long doze , we heard a cardinal sing. That time we knew it was
the real thing. In a few minutes the air was ringing with the

America .
A few years ago Lester Walsh and I spent ten days trying to
settle rumors that were being whispered amongst ornithologists
- rumors of ivory-billed woodpeckers in the wilderness of the
Santee Basin of South Carolina. A well-known turkey hunter
whose word was considered good had seen them there . As if
that were not enough, he swore the Carolina paroquet was
there, too. Several times small green parrots had come to the
bait before his blind while he was waiting for turkeys, he said.
This..sounded incredible , as the last good record of Carolina
paroquets was a flock in Florida in 1920.
Even if the paroquets were not there, the ivory-bills were
worth trying for. The Santee Swamps are extensive; hundreds
of square miles of cypress, sweet gum and pine embrace the
muddy yellow stream with its tortuous oxbows, swamps
known to few men besides a handful of hogherders and trappers
since the historic days of Marion, the " Swamp Fox. " Should
we go straight to the spot where the turkey hunter had made his
discovery? One or two other parties had searched the woods
there without success. Might it not be possible that the birds
were elsewhere in this vast area -perhaps somewhere upriver?
After consulting maps with Alexander Sprunt, who knows the
Carolina low country well, we decided to put a boat into the
stream at a point far inland in the state, and drift down toward
the coast - a distance of about 100 miles. It was an exciting
12

Bald Eagle
The national bird of the United States, with its diagnostic white
head and white tail , has been recorded in every one of the fifty states
except Hawaii. It is also widespread in Canada, but in Mexico lives
only in the wild peninsula of Baja California. There are fewer eagles
these days in Connecticut where I live and it has been at least ten years
since I have spotted one in the sky over my studio . However, I can still
see occasional eagles less than two miles away on the Connecticut
River. These are post-breeding migrants from the South or else winter-

ing birds from Canada . The decline of the bald eagle along the eastern
seaboard and around the Great Lakes has been attributed to DDT and
related chemicals in the dead or dying fish that are scavenged along the
shore. These persistent poisons are transferred to the eagles, resulting
in thin egg-shells and poor reproduction . Therefore , we look for the
immature eagles with dark heads and tails as evidence that some pairs
somewhere are having breeding success. To environmentalists, the
eagle has become a sort of litmus paper of our polluted waterways.

chants of cardinals, Carolina wrens and titmice. The lesser scraggly hogs we encountered. These swamps in spots are
voices were drowned out, but in half an hour, when the first virtual pigpens with soil rooted up and countless interlacing
burst of song had subsided, we could hear the weak sibilant hoofmarks in the soft mud. Perhaps this is the reason we saw so
jargon of gnatcatchers, the sweet song of yellow-throated few moccasins away from the riverbanks .
warblers and the ascending buzz of the parulas.
Four days we traveled down the yellow-brown river, stopThe plain-colored Swainson' s warbler, which plays hide- ping where the trees were biggest to hunt for ivory-bills; at
and-seek in the cane patches, had not yet arrived, but the night we dragged the kayak ashore over the slippery mud and
striking blue-gray and gold prothonotary warbler was there, slung our hammocks between cypress saplings. We saw hardly
singing its emphatic tweet-tweet-tweet-tweet-twe et in the a soul, except for two or three Negroes fishing for mudfish. On
sepulchral cypress sloughs. We heard the Wayne's black- the fifth day, sunburned and without water, we reached "the
throated green warbler lisping its zee-zee-zee-zee-aoo-zee bluff." Here where the ivory-bills were originally reported, we
identically like the sibilant song of its brother subspecies in were joined by two friends from the north, John Baker and
New England.
Bayard Christy.
During the first five days we saw more than 1200 wood
During the next four days we covered the swamp for miles
ducks. From every bend of the river they flew, usually in pairs, around by dugout and on foot. We concentrated on Wadmathe drab females always just in front of the exquisite males, as if caun Island, the best looking spot we had seen yet; but if we had
by some inviolable rule of wood duck etiquette. A few birds had known as much about ivory-bills then as we know now, we
brought their fluffy newly hatched young from the hollow would have passed the cypress by and spent more time on the
boles in the forest through the dried out swamps to the river's drier ridges, among the sweet gums and pines.
edge, where they hugged the banks in close convoy at their
But our mission failed; we saw pileated woodpeckers whermothers' tails. The swiftness of the current in parts of the river ever we went but no ivory-bills. It is quite possible that the
is a hazard to young ducklings, and several times we saw lone ivory-bill reports were authentic , as the amount of virgin
babies, wildly peeping, borne downstream far from their timber along the Santee would probably have supported at
broods. Alligators probably gobble up some of them.
least one pair. No one has had further evidence that they were
The "gators" prefer the low muddy banks on which to drag present, other than a few suspicious-looking diggings. Howthemselves. There are not many on the Santee, and they are ever, we are convinced that almost anything might hide in
extremely shy, because shooting parties from time to time these swamps successfully for years.
cruise the river at night with jack lights, spotting the coal-red
As for the paroquets -we had never quite believed the report
eye-slJine of the armored saurians.
in the first place. Holly Shakes, a native who had lived all his
Although the swamp forests extend almost unbroken over young life at the edge of the swamp and had never visited
hundreds of square miles, much was cut over years ago, as the Charleston, forty miles away, showed us the clearing where
old stumps testify. But we found large tracts that had never the paroquets were seen. It was an open sedgy field between the
known an ax. We were awed by the tremendous size of some of pine woods and the swamp. We agreed that if paroquets would
the forest giants - sweet gums fourteen feet in circumference resort to such a spot they could just as well turn up in a
and labially pines with a girth of sixteen feet. Some of the thousand similar places in back-country Carolina.
cypresses had swollen buttresses that measured over thirty
On the night before our return to New York, we listened in
feet!
fascination to Holly's father , Old Man Shakes , as he told
Early morning was, by far, the best tiine of day . Turkey stories of the " ha'nts" which prowl the abandoned rice plantacocks could be heard gobbling at daybreak, a fatal habit that tions of the low country. Blowing out the candles past midpoachers take advantage of. Woodpeckers of half a dozen night, we climbed into our bunks. Chuck-will's-widows
species rolled out their tattoos. An eagle overhead, a glimpse of chanted monotonously in the live-oak woodlands outside. It
a swallow-tailed kite gliding above the live oaks and ghostly must have been well after one when I heard Holly mumble
egrets in a dark "gum slough" contributed to a picture of in his sleep, "Seel Seel There 'tis!" I am sure it was not of
primeval beauty. The only false note was the great number of "ha'nts" he was dreaming but of ivory-bills or paroquets.
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Flicker
This spangled woodpecker spends almost as much of its time on the
ground as it does in the trees. The reason for this aberrant behavior on
the part of a woodpecker is that the flicker is a specialist in ants, using
its strong, slightly curved bill like a hoe to dig them from the earth.
Flickers come in two basic color variants: the one I have portrayed is
the eastern bird with golden-yellow on the under-surface of the wings
and tail. The form that replaces it from the Rockies to the Pacific has
the wing and tail linings red. The two populations hybridize and

16

intergrade where their ranges overlap on the western Great Plains,
producing birds with salmon-orange linings and because of this they
are now regarded as a single species, not two . Flickers of one form or
another range from coast to coast and are found from Central America
to the limit of trees in Canada. The more northern birds are migratory.
I can see flickers almost daily from my studio windows and on occasion
have witnessed the animated posturing that I have shown . The colorful leaves are those of Virginia Creeper.

In March of 1938, Lester M. Walsh and Roger Tory Peterson (at right) spent ten days in Santee Swamp, searching
for the ivory-billed woodpecker. Although the hunt was
unsuccessful, Peterson remembers the adventure as one of
his most memorable visits to South Carolina.

Peterson didn't see an ivory-bill or a paroquet during his
visit to the Santee, but he did see the ivory-billed woodpeckers later in the Singer tract in Louisiana. After several
days of fruitless search, he wrote:

By noon, we were back at the spot, down the road, where we
had seen so many diggings the day before . We would make
another sortie before throwing in the sponge . Hardly had we
gone a hundred yards when a startling new sound came from
our right - an indescribable tooting note, musical in a staccato
sort of way. For a moment it did not click, but then I knew - it
was the ivory-bill! I had expected it to sound more like a
nuthatch; it was much more like the " toy tin trumpet" described by Alexander Wilson or the " clarinet" of Audubon .
Breathlessly we stalked the insistent toots, stepping carefully,
stealthily, so that no twig would crack. With our hearts pounding we tried to keep cool, hardly daring to believe that this was
it - that this was what we had come fifteen hundred miles to
see. We were dead certain this was no squirrel or lesser woodpecker, for an occasional blow would land - whop! - like the
sound of an axe . Straining our eyes, we discovered the first
bird, half hidden by the leafage, and in a moment it leaped
upward into the full sunlight. This was no puny pileated; this
was a whacking big bird, with great white patches on its wings
and a gleaming white bill. By its long recurved crest of blackish
jet we knew it was a female. We were even close enough to see
its pale yellow eyes. Tossing its hammer-like head to right and
left, it tested the diseased trunk with a whack or two as it jerked
upward. Lurching out to the end of a broken-off branch, it

pitched off on a straight line, like a duck , its wings making a
wooden sound.
The other bird was a female, too. We had no trouble following the two , for as soon as they landed after a flight , they
betrayed their location by their curious benk, benk. Whereas a
pileated might call once and then remain silent for a quarter of
an hour, an ivory-bill, once heard, is easy to find . Audubon
wrote: "These (notes)are heard so frequently as to induce one
to say that the bird spends few minutes of the day without
uttering them, and the circumstance leads to its destruction."
These were the "kints" of the Bayou country; the whitebilled "kates" we had heard about from Holly Shakes and old
Sam who tended hogs up in the Santee.
Peterson is now in his 66th year, and he is working on a
revision of the bird guide. But he has also begun to work
on his lifelong ambition - to be a serious painter of birds.
His attitude is admirable. I asked him if he thought he
was becoming a better artist as he grew older, or if he had
reached a leveling-off period. "Oh, no," he said . "The last
painting I did was the best ever, and the next one will be
better than that. I'm going to get better and better."
He has already done seven paintings for Mill Pond Press
which issues signed and numbered limited edition prints
of about 950 each (prices are available from Mill Pond
Press, 208 S. Nassau, Venice, Florida 33595).
Peterson credits South Carolina with giving him some of
his most memorable experiences, but living things everywhere have benefitted from his presence on this earth .
17
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bv Peggy Robbins
It has been said that Theodore
Roosevelt, 26th President of the
United States , was "so many great
men rolled into one" that some areas
of his enormous influence on the
American scene have not received
their due acclaim in history. As
Lawrence Abbott, New York editor
and associate of Roosevelt, wrote
some time after his death, "Theodore
Roosevelt was more kinds of a man
than biographical literature has attempted to embody in one man."
The memorial to Roosevelt at the
American Museum of Natural History in New York City attempts to
present the many-sided man and lists
his many designations in words
carved in the stone wall flanking his
statue: Ranchman - Explorer - Scientist Conservationist Naturalist - Statesman - Author Historian - Humanitarian - Soldier
- Patriot. But memorials, which of
necessity tend to summarize a great
man, cannot do justice to the Teddy
Roosevelt who was at one and the
same time the greatest sportsman and
the foremost conservationist America
ever produced. It is that least-known
Roosevelt - the man gifted at combining and harmonizing the characteristics of an eager animal-hunter
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and an ardent naturalist-conservationist - whom we wish in this
study of "TR" to explore.
Roosevelt spent his early years as a
naturalist. Born into an aristocratic,
well-to-do family in New York City
on October 27 , 1858 , " Teedie," as his
parents called him, was early allowed

great freedom in choosing his life interests - probably more so than
would normally have been the case
because he was frail and suffered
from severe attacks of asthma; he was
educated at home by tutors until his

college days, and was little subjected
to routine. He was happiest when out
of doors, and he considered the sun,
wind, birds and trees wonderful offerings to be joyfully shared with
other youngsters. He spent the summers with his family in the country,
first at one place and then another,
and he played barefoot in the
meadows amidst all kinds of pets dogs, cats, rabbits, coons, ponies.
Roosevelt told in his Autobiography of his instinctive interest in
studying everything relating to nature:
"While still a small boy I began to
take an interest in natural history. I
remember distinctly the first day that
I started on my career as zoologist. I
was walking up Broadway, and as I
passed the market ... I suddenly saw
a dead seal laid out on a slab of wood.
That seal filled me with every possible feeling of romance and adventure.
I asked where it was killed, and was
informed in the harbor .... As long as
that seal remained there I haunted the
neighborhood of the market day after
day. I measured it . . . with a folding
pocket foot-rule, a difficult undertaking. I carefully made a record of the
utterly useless measurements, and at
once began to write a natural history
of my own, on the strength of that
seal."
The boy managed to acquire the
seal's skull, and with it started the
"Roosevelt Museum of Natural History," a project in which he was
joined by two of his cousins.
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Illustrations by Carl M. Derrick
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This snowy owl was
collected and mounted by
Teddy Roosevelt in 1876.
Now on display at the
American Museum of
Natural History, its
condition a hundred years
later is convincing proof of
his skill as a taxidermist.
(Courtesy of the American
Museum of Natural
History)

"The collections were at first kept
in my room, until a rebellion on the
part of the chambermaid ... it was
moved to a kind of bookcase in the
back hall upstairs .... My father and
mother encouraged me warmly in
this, as they always did in anything
that could give me wholesome pleasure or help to develop me."
Roosevelt said his father, the first
Theodore Roosevelt, "was the best
man I ever knew." The boy's parents
were not students of nature, but they
appreciated the beauty of flowers and
loved animals; they were generous
contributors to societies for the prevention of cruelty to animals. A barrister uncle, Robert B. Roosevelt, was
a pioneer conservationist and wrote
books on outdoor subjects. After
Teddy became a prominent political
figure, he was asked how he'd acquired his attachment to animals, and
he answered, "I can no more explain
why I like natural history than why I
like California canned peaches . . ."
According to a document entitled
Record of the Roosevelt Museum ,
20

preserved today at Harvard College,
the " museum" boasted, by the end of
1868, a total of 250 specimens. A prolific writer always - it has been estimated that he wrote about 150,000
letters in his life, in addition to books,
pamphlets, addresses, campaign
speeches, and magazine articles
numbering some 3 ,000 titles Teddy had already started filling
notebooks with his "Notes on Natural
History," which he later expanded
into books that brought him recognition as one of the foremost field
naturalists' in the United States.
The boy Teddy was an inveterate
reader of books on science, travel, adventure, and history; he read almost
as fast as he could turn the pages, and
he had an exceptionally retentive
memory. When he was 13, he took
lessons in taxidermy from John G.
Bell, an aging expert who had worked
with Audubon, and he credi_ted Bell
with encouraging him to mount his
specimens for preservation, and in
directing him toward "an industrious
book-study of the subject."

By the time Theodore Roosevelt entered Harvard in September of 1876,
not long before his 18th birthday, the
once frail boy had managed through
an intense campaign of out-of-doors
exercise to become what one of his
biographers, Noel Busch, calls "a sort
of juvenile, all-around iron-man." Although Roosevelt's stature gave little
hint of his strength and phenomenal
endurance, he could keep up a fast
walking pace for miles on end, row
the 25-mile trip across Long Island
Sound in record time , and enjoy 60mile rides on his horse, Lightfoot.
One of his college friends recalled,
"Ted was a little fellow about five and
a half feet high, but he was a bundle of
dynamite, always busy, never wasting a moment."
"When I entered college , "
Roosevelt wrote in 1913 , "I was devoted to out-of-doors natural history,
and my ambition was to be a scientific man of the Audubon, or Wilson,
or Baird, or Coues type .. .. My father
told me that if I wished to become a
scientific man I could do so .... I fully
intended to make science my lifework. I did not, for the simple reason
that at the time Harvard ... utterly
ignored the possibilities of the faunal
naturalist, the out-door naturalist and
observer of nature. They treated biology as purely a science of the laboratory and the microscope ... and I had
no .. . desire .. . to be a microscopist
and section-cutter . .. . "
Roosevelt gave up natural history
as a career in favor of Political
Economy. "I am going to try to help
the cause of better government in
New York City," he told a friend. But
he continued research in field biology throughout his life.
While attending Harvard he occupied quarters - a large study and a
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small bedroom - in a house on Camfound. All are prized museum specibridge's Winthrop Street rather than
mens today.
a room '-in one of the college dorIt was because of Theodore
mitories, probably because he
Roosevelt's love for the natural world
wanted more latitude with his nature
that he became a great conserstudies than would have been alvationist; that, amidst the pressures
lowed in a dormitory. The tables and
of his many-faceted life, he was to be
shelves in his rooms were crowded
instrumental in bringing about laws
with books by naturalists, stuffed
for the protection of our nation's
birds and the like, and his taxiderland, water, and forest resources; and
mist's tools; the walls were covered
that he was to prove a man can be
with bird and animal pictures; in one
both a great hunter and a great concorner was a makeshift enclosure
servationist.
which, from time to time, held live
"All hunters should be nature lovland creatures, such as lizards and
ers," he wrote. "It is to be hoped that
snakes, that Roosevelt acquired on
the days of mere wasteful, boastful
his hikes through the countryside
slaughter are past, and that the hunter
around Cambridge. One night, the
will stand foremost in working for the
young man's landlady stumbled over
preservation and perpetuation of
a big turtle that had gotten out of the
wildlife, whether big or little."
pen and was wandering around the Teddy received his first gun, a 12
house. But she was too much
gauge shotgun which was a gift from
charmed by Ted's warm, engaging
his father, when he was 13. His joy in
manner to evict him and his someowning and shooting it was at first
times offensive specimens, and he
dampened by the discovery that he
occupied the same Winthrop Street
could not see the distant targets at
quarters throughout his four years at
which his companions were shootHarvard.
ing. He told this to his father, who
By the time Roosevelt finished colpromptly took him to an oculist. His
lege in June, 1880, he had stuffed betrouble was diagnosed as extreme
tween 250 and 300 birds, and
near-sightedness; he was fitted with
mounted many of them. In the next
his first spectacles and after that he
two busy years - during which he
became increasingly skillful with
married, traveled, was elected to the
firearms.
New York State Legislature, and had
On Christmas day in 1872, the 14his first book, Naval War of 1812,
year-old hunter, in Egypt with his
published - he gave thought as to
family, received a "beautiful
how his collection might best be prebreechloading double barrelled shotserved. In 1882, after weeding out the
gun." As the Roosevelts traveled
poorer skins, he presented some 200
about abroad, Teddy seldom let a day
of his birds to the Smithsonian Inpass that he did not hunt with his
stitution, and later gave the balance
to The American Museum of Natural
History, which his father had helped

new gun. He shot doves, quail, pigeons, plover, ibis, hawks; and he
wrote about his hunting to a young
friend, Edith Carow (who would, 14
years later, become his second wife) ,
adding, "I have enjoyed myself more
this winter than I ever did before."
Other hunting trips and other guns
followed . On vacations from college
Roosevelt shot deer, ducks and
grouse in the Adirondacks, and a variety of game in the Maine woods. But
by then he had started speaking out
against shooting wildlife indiscriminately. He said then, as he did repeatedly in later years, that there
should be "rules for every hunt," and
that "the mere size of the bag indicates little as to a man's prowess as a
hunter and almost nothing as to the
interest or value of his achievement."
In the fall of 1883, Roosevelt went
on his first hunting trip in the Dakota
Badlands, his main desire being to
"get a buffalo." According to his
diary kept on the trip, his total game
bag was 54, all of which were rabbits,
grouse, ducks and geese except three,
two blacktail deer and a big buffalo
bull! Roosevelt's guide, Joe Ferris,
said that, on the "rough, hard, twoweek, rainy-weather buffalo hunt,"
he, Ferris, got "plumb tired out," but
Teddy didn't. After finally felling a
buffalo, "Roosevelt was like a boy just
out of school. ... " Ferris said he
never saw anyone so enthused in all
his life, and that Roosevelt did "an
Indian war dance" around his kill.
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In the spring of 1903, President Roosevelt took a camping trip into Yosemite with
the great naturalist John Muir, who was largely respon sible for its designation as a
national park . (Theodore Roosevelt Collection, Harvard College Library)

Roosevelt was so enchanted with
the Dakota Territory that, before returning to the East, he bought a cattle
ranch, Chimney Butte, with part of
the $125,000 he had inherited from
his father, who had died in 1878.
Some months later he bought a second area of ranchland which he
named " Elkhorn " because he'd
found many shed elk antlers on it.
There was suspicion among some
members of his family that he 'd
bought the land in order to have an
easy excuse for dividing his time between the Eastern political scene and
the Western hunting country.
On February 14, 1884, Alice Lee,
Roosevelt's wife of a little over three
22

years, died in the family home in New
York City after giving birth to their
first child ; on the same day his
mother died of typhoid in the same
house. Stunned, the grieving Theodore left his baby daughter Alice in
his sister's care and headed toward
the West - the Wild West of the Indians, buffalo hunters and cowpunchers. During the next two years, except for business and political trips to
New York, he lived a frontiersman 's
life on his ranch, much of the time in
the saddle. He branded cattle, helped
to break up stampedes, organized a
protective association to check cattle
thieves, and, while on active duty as a
deputy-sheriff, fought desperadoes.

And he hunted big game. In 1885 , the
first of his several highly acclaimed
books on the natural sciences, Hunting Trips of a Ranchman, was published .
In December, 1886, Roosevelt married Edith Carow in London and returned with her to New York. They
moved into " Sagamore Hill," the
home at Oyster Bay, Long Island,
which he had planned with his first
wife and which had been built since
her death. Sagamore Hill, today a National Monument, was Roosevelt's
happy home for the rest of his life,
and the Summer White House while
he was President.
During the years before he was
elected Vice-President in November,
1900, Roosevelt served as a United
States Civil Service Commissioner; as
New York Police Commissioner; as
Assistant Secretary of the Navy under
President McKinley until he resigned
to volunteer his services in the
Spanish-American War; as the Colonel of the First United States Volunteer Cavalry - the heroi c "Rough
Riders" - in that war; and as Governor of New York. He was a devoted
husband, and an always-concerned,
attentive father to Alice and the five
children Ted, Kermit, Ethel, Archie,
and Quentin born to Edith and him;
and he had several more books published. Yet, he found time to hunt.
Bears, moose, mountain sheep and
goats, elk , lions, wildcats Roosevelt not only hunted them, but
wrote about their habits and habitats
for the benefit of others. It has been
estimated that about as many chapters of his 28 books were written during stops along wilderness trails or
amidst swarms of jungle insects as
were turned out in his comfortable
study at Sagamore Hill. As the years
passed, he became more and more
noted in the West as a man who insisted that " a real sportsman shoots
only to supply the ranch table or to
acquire a particularly splendid
trophy." But he had no patience
whatsoever with sentimentalists who
preached against all forms of hunting. The killing of a large game animal of a stable species should be
every man's privilege , he thought.
In 1887 Roosevelt conceived the
idea of a national organization dedicated to the survival of wildlife and to

outdoor activities; the next year, he
and some of his friends who were
sportsmen and/or naturalists formed
"The Boone and Crockett Club."
Roosevelt was elected the club's first
president, and wrote its constitution.
The Boone and Crockett Club
members were in the thick of many of
the battles about conservation in the
following years. They worked zealously for the preservation of Yellowstone, and they were largely instrumental in the foundation of the
New York Zoological Park (the Bronx
Zoo) and the National Zoological
Park in Washington.
While Theodore Roosevelt was
Governor of New York in the last two
years of the 19th century, he instigated the passage of laws for forest
preservation and wildlife protection,
and instituted an intensive study of
state forest reserves. At his urging,
factories were forbidden by law to use
bird skins or feathers in the manufacture of wearing apparel.
In January, 1901, after Roosevelt
had been elected Vice-President but
before his inauguration, he went to a
remote area in northwestern Colorado , high in the Rockies, mainly to
hunt and study mountain lions. A
group of newsmen, left behind in a
tiny mountain village when the
Vice-President-elect galloped off into
the wilderness and stayed there, were
hard pressed for copy. They decided
it would be "just clean fun " to meet
their commitments by concocting
some exciting tales about Roosevelt's
adventures, and they came up with a
number of whoppers. Their daily
dispatches, carried by nearly every
paper in the country, had the hunter
escaping only by a miracle from, first,
an enormous mountain lion; second,
a monstrous , mad grizzly; and third , a
pack of hunger-crazed wolves,
which, so the story went, ran him up a
tree and kept him there until he
nearly froze - ROOSEVELT UP
TREE FOUR HOURS, blazed the New
York Herald.
After a few days, the reporters released a tall , utterly ridiculous tale
claiming Roosevelt, up to that time,
had killed 303 animals-46 lions, 16
"kittens," 22 lynx cats, 19 catamounts, and 200 other creatures.
Protests poured in to the newspapers and to various organizations

Roosevelt's
Great Romance
Hunting Big Game
In The West

In one of the latter years of Theodore Roosevelt's life, while he was
visiting in the West, he told a friend: "Here the great romance of my life
began."
Between his first hunting trip in the Dakota Badlands in 1883, wnen
he bagged the big buffalo bull, and 1892, he made five major journeys
deep into the wild mountain country of the American West and one
into British Columbia. These were in addition to his many short hunts
for deer, bighorns and other game within 50 miles or so of his ranch,
where venison and the like constituted the staple fare.
As Roosevelt hunted big game and collected trophies for his home in
New York, he studied all the animals and soon became recognized as
the greatest authority of his day on the life histories of the bighorn
sheep, pronghorn antelope, white-tail and black-tail deer, mountain
goat, elk, buffalo and grizzly bear. But his studies in no way interfered
with his keen enjoyment of the hunt. Historians have been arguing for
over a half-century ab.out whether Roosevelt, in those 19th-century
years, was more hunter than naturalist, or vice versa. Whatever the
answer to that, it is certain that he thoroughly relished every moment of
the chase and the kill of an unendangered large wild animal.
He made careful preparation for each hunt, and that included providing suitable clothing not only for himself but for any companion who
might lack an item or two. One of his favorite outfits was a fringed
buckskin suit he'd had made by a seamstress in the Badlands. He wore
it for years, liked to be photographed in it, never quit talking about how
comfortable and durable it was, and finally passed it on to his children.
He wore fine sombreros, silk neckerchiefs, alligator boots, sealskin
chaps, and custom-made spurs that were silver-inlaid and engraved
and had hand-tooled straps. His saddles were hand-tooled and deluxe.
He had a very large collection of guns, most of which were custommade- the collection grew larger as he grew older-and on each hunt
his "battery" included a Colt revolver and at least two splendid Winchester rifles and two fine shotguns. A fancy cowboy six-shooter - a
Frontier Single Action Colt, 44-40 caliber, with 7¼ inch barrel which he bought in 1883 was gold-and silver-plated, had an ivory grip,
and was engraved with the TR monogram and a buffalo's head; and it
had a handsome, finely hand-tooled holster. One of Roosevelt's rifles
which is in the collection at Sagamore Hill, a deluxe 45-75 Winchester
Model 1876, has deer and scroll motifs engraved on one side, buffalo,
antelope and scroll motifs on the other, and a gold plaque with a grizzly
bear motif inlaid into one side of the buttstock. He had Bowie-type
hunting knives made by Tiffany & Company of New York; one, with
monogrammed hilt and scabbard of cast sterling silver, had engravings
of game scenes and floral scrolls on .hilt, blade and scabbard.
TR's journey in 1884 into the Big Horn Mountains, in the territory
which a few years later became southeastern Montana and northern
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with which Roosevelt was associated, heatedly condemning him
for "ruthlessly taking the lives of innocent and unoffending animals
without provocation and with the
sole aim of gratifying a desire for
killing."
Roosevelt was, of course, furious
about the stories. He had not even
seen any bears or wolves on the hunt;
day and night he had studied the
mountain lion, about which there
was at the time very little reliable information, and of which he would
write a detailed, accurate biography;
and he had killed 14 lions in order to
preserve their skulls, which he sent to
zoologist C. Hart Merriam, head of
the United States Biological Survey.
Dr. Merriam wrote Roosevelt,
"Your series of skulls from Colorado
is incomparably the largest, most
complete and most valuable series
ever brought together from any single
locality, and will be of inestimable
value in determining the amount of
individual variation."
There were retractions of the
whoppers about Roosevelt's kill, but
the damage had been done. The story
circulated as fact periodically for
decades - it still surfaces occasionally- and usually ended with either
the statement or inference that TR
was a "heartless game-butcher."
On September 14, 1901 , President
McKinley died and Theodore
Roosevelt, not quite 43 years old, took
the oath as President of the United
States; with that, the nation got its
first Chief who had a keen awareness
of the vital role of the country's resources in American life, the first
who was prepared and anxious to
take a position of active leadership in
conservation.
It was a time when the general policy in regard to natural resources followed the theory that the country's
prosperity could best be advanced by
private development; wide areas of
timberland, bought for a trifle, were
being recklessly stripped bare; control of much of the nation's water
power was in private hands; and
great mineral and oil wealth in the
public domain was bringing enormous dividends to just a few . In 1900,
roughly one-half of the nation 's
timber had already been cut.
24

Roosevelt and John Muir lead a party of campers away from the granite slopes of El
Capitan during the Yosemite trip of 1903.

(Theodore Roosevelt Collection, Harvard
College Library)

said, and as President he lost no time
in expressing his concern for the nation's great natural resources , and his
determination to prevent their destruction.
In his first State of the Union message he declared that "the forest and
water problems are perhaps the most
vital internal questions of the United

States. The fundamental idea of forestry is the perpetuation of forests by
use . Forest protection is not an
end in itself; it is a means to increase
and sustain the resources of our country ... "

Roosevelt had seen ruined forests,
overgrazed and damaged prairie
lands, parched riverbeds, and eroded
earth in the West; he knew how to
project the probability of such on a
national scale; and he saw it all
clearly against the background of environmental devastation. Roosevelt,
the hunter-naturalist, had witnessed
the decline of the buffalo, elk ,
bighorn sheep, and other species, and
he knew well the need for measures
to save the nation's game. He recognized, as few men of his era did, the
close interrelationship of forest,
prairie , water supply, and wildlife
protection and proper development:
" Conservation means development
as much as it does protection," he
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Wyoming, was, he later said, one of the highlights of his life. It lasted
seven weeks, and during it he killed his first grizzly.
On August 16, on the eve of Roosevelt's departure from his ranch for
the 300-mile trek to the Big Horns, he wrote in his diary:
"My companions are my foreman, William Merrifield, who is to hunt
with me, and an old French half-breed named Lebo, who is to drive the
team and to cook, etc. I take a light "prairie schooner" with a canvas
cover, drawn by two stout horses, to carry our goods, and ten riding
ponies for Merrifield and myself to ride .... I carry a buckskin suit,
sealskin chaparajos, coon skin overcoat, otter fur robe to sleep in
(buttoning into a bag form), oil slicker, boots and moccasins, sombrero,
overalls, jersey, 2 flannel shirts, 3 suits of light and 3 of heavy underclothing, heavy socks, plenty of handkerchiefs, soap, towels, washing
and shaving things, rubber blankets, flour, bacon, beans and coffee,
sugar and salt. A little brandy and cholera mixture."
William Merrifield was a rugged young Canadian who'd migrated to
the Dakota Territory a few years earlier; he was Roosevelt's trusted
friend, and he and another foreman-friend managed the business of the
ranch during the periods Roosevelt was living in the East. Lebo was a
weather-beaten old plainsman "who possesseq a most extraordinary
stock of miscellaneous misinformation"; he was well known for having
once gone off on a hunt from which he did not return to his wife for
several years. She would not let him go on the Big Horn trip until
Roosevelt promised to furnish her food for three years if he failed to
return Lebo to her.
The three men traveled for 16 days, stopping along the way to kill a
few bucks for venison before they reached the foot of the snow-capped
Big Hom range. There they left their camp wagon and went into the
mountains with pack ponies. When they emerged two weeks later,
Roosevelt had killed six elk with particularly magnificent heads, three
grizzly bears, and, wrote he, "just such deer, grouse and trout as we
needed for the table ... for I was more anxious for the quality than for
the quantity of my bag."
In the afternoon of one of his first days in the mountains, Roosevelt
was returning to the party's camp in a little wooded valley by a clear
brook when he "came across the huge, half-human footprints of a great
grizzly." He recalled, "It gave me rather an eerie feeling in the silent,
lonely woods, to see for the first time the unmistakable proofs that I was
in the home of the mighty lord of the wilderness. I followed the tracks
in the fading twilight until it became too dark to see them any longer,
and then shouldered my rifle and walked back to camp."
It was two days later that TR killed his first, largest and "deadliest"
grizzly. He wrote about it to his sister Anna:
"I shall not soon forget the first (grizzly) I killed. We had found where
he had been feeding on the carcass of an elk; and followed his trail into
a dense pine forest, fairly choked with fallen timber. While noiselessly
and slowly threading our way through the thickest part of it I saw
Merrifield, who was directly ahead of me, sink suddenly to his knees
and turn halfround, his face fairly ablaze with excitement. Cocking my
rifle and stepping quickly forward, I found myself face to face with the
great bear, who was less than twenty feet off- not eight steps. He had
been roused from his sleep by our approach; he sat up in his lair, and
turned his huge head slowly towards us. At that distance-and in such a
place it was very necessary to kill or disable him at the first fire;
doubtless my face was pretty white, but the blue barrel was as steady as
a rock as I glanced along it until I could see the top of the bead fairly
between his two sinister looking eyes;as I pulled the trigger I jumped
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Roosevelt made an extensive tour of
Yellowstone in 1903. At left are his
guide, Billy Hofer, and Roosevelt's
longtime friend, naturalist John
Burroughs. (Theodore Roosevelt
Collection, Harvard College Library)
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Roosevelt, greatly aided by Gifford
Pinchot, Chief of the Division of
Forestry, F. H. Newell, Director of the
Geological Survey, W. J. McGee, " the
scientific brain of the conservation
movement, " and a few others, set to
work toward the object of the administration's policy: "the use of the
natural resources for the greatest
good for the greatest number for the
longest time. " For seven and a half
years President Theodore Roosevelt
used the great powers and influence
of his office to advance this cause by
informing the public and stimulating

interest in natural resources, by preparing and urging Congress to pass
fundamental legislation, and by vigorous, fearless use of executive powers under the laws. "The nation behaves well," he told the American
people, "only if it treats the natural
resources as assets which it must turn
over to the next generation, and not
impaired in value."
Roosevelt's policy of setting aside
nationally owned lands for permanent forest reserves and parks faced
bitter opposition from lumber, mining, and grazing interests , and from
many Congressmen; some referred to
him as "that damned cowboy in the
White House." But in those days national forests, monuments, and the
like could be established by executive order, without Congressional
sanction, and Teddy was not one to
hesitate. Congress could , however,
withhold funds for the supervision

and maintenance of the nationalized
areas, and that circumstance on occasion called for some of TR's smoothest political maneuvering - along
with a touch of big-stick wielding.
During Roosevelt's administration,
close to 150 million acres were set
aside as national forests and some 86
million acres as national mineral reserves.
He had not been in office long
when it was brought to his attention
that the birds on Pelican Island, a
four-acre strip of land in the Indian
River on the east coast of Florida,
were being slaughtered to the point of
near extermination by plume hunters. "Is there any law to prevent me
declaring Pelican Island a Federal
Bird Reservation?" he demanded to
know. Told that there was none, he
announced, "Then I do so declare it."
He went on during the next years to
create 54 more wildlife refuges, scattered throughout the United States,
Puerto Rico, Alaska and Hawaii.
During a hunt in Mississippi's Little Sunflower River country in
November, 1902, Roosevelt refused
to shoot a bear-some accounts say it
was an old, lame bear, others that it
was a cub. Newsmen got wind of the
incident and sent their papers a story
about it. The Washington Post carried, along with the account, an appealing cartoon by Clifford Berryman, captioned "Drawing the Line in
Mississippi," and showing Teddy
indignantly refusing to shoot a small,
helpless cub. The cartoon, an enormous success, was reprinted and reprinted, and inspired toy-makers to
create the Teddy Bear, which became
one of the most enduring nursery
items in the country's history.
Roosevelt was drawn into several
scientific disputes during his public
career, but none that got more heated
or aroused more nation-wide interest
than the "nature-faker affair." The
controversy began in 1903 when
Teddy's crony John Burroughs, one
of the most knowledgeable nature
writers of the time, wrote an article
for the Atlantic Monthly strongly
condemning several popular authors
whose stories, purportedly true, endowed animals with human
capabilities. Roosevelt had no objection at all to fantasies about animals
that were published as such, but

aside out of the smoke, to be ready if he charged; but it was needless, for
the great brute was struggling in the death agony, and, as you will see
when I bring home his skin, the bullet hole in his skull was as exactly
between his eyes as if I had measured the distance with a carpenter's
rule. This bear was nearly nine feet long and weighed over a thousand
pounds."
On the way back to Dakota the travelers were caught first in a heavy
wind-and-rain storm, and then, farther on, in a roaring grass fire when a
sudden wind blew sparks from their camp fire onto the parched vegetation along a dry creek bed. They fought the fire furiously and succeeded
in putting out the flames, but not before their hair and eyebrows were
singed. One night after supper, Roosevelt and Merrifield left the pack
wagon in Lebo's care and galloped the last 50 miles to the ranch.
In August, 1886, Roosevelt and Merrifield traveled to the Coeur
d'Alenes in Montana to hunt the white antelope-goat, "the hardest
animal in the Rockies to find and the most difficult to kill." They had as
"leader" a huge, sour-visaged, irascible hunter named Jack Willis who
did not want .them with him and emphatically and profanely told them
so - they were, he figured, "used to shooting game that was almost
housebroken" - but who finally, at TR's continued insistence, grudgingly said they could follow along, although he still refused to "act as
guide or wet nurse" for them.
In a day or two the three men were in wild, very rough country, the
home of the white antelope-goat. "I walked so fast," Willis wrote later
in his book, Roosevelt in the Rough, "that Roosevelt was forced into a
jog trot most of the time to keep up with me. But he never complained,
nor did he ever ask me t9 slacken my speed. Moisture would develop on
his glasses from perspiration, and he would have to pause at intervals
to wipe them off, but he kept right on coming."
After several days, Merrifield was spending most of his time in camp
"doctoring his feet," but Roosevelt was keeping up with Willis on
every trail, no matter how hard the going. TR got his white goat with a
long, remarkable shot, "right through the heart, as clean as a whistle."
Willis, who by this time had developed considerable admiration for
Roosevelt, later said, "I took off my hat to him."
"Nothing would do," Willis recalled, "but he must have a picture of
the goat, where it fell, so I walked six miles back to camp after the
camera and Merrifield, sore feet and all. Merrifield snapped a photograph, with Roosevelt and me beside the body of his victim, and
Roosevelt was full of joy."
The next day, while Willis and Roosevelt were after another goat, the
latter had a narrow escape. This is the way Willis told about it:
"We ... had to cross a narrow ledge of slaty rock, with a high cliff on
one side and a perpendicular drop on the other. Properly booted, I
crossed it without any trouble and it did not occur to me that Roosevelt
might be in any danger until I heard a fall and a grinding of rocks
behind me. His smooth and soft-soled shoes had slipped on the slate
and he went down, with no chance to save himself.
"Too far away to even attempt to reach him, I turned around just in
time to see him disappearing, head foremost, over the sharp edge, with
his rifle still in his hand. When I saw him fall I wouldn't have given
two-bits for his life, for it was easily a sixty-foot fall and the bottom of
the precipice, where the hill mushroomed out, was covered with jagged rocks. But, instead of fetching up on any of the stone bayonets, he
struck first in the top of a tall pine tree, which broke the worst of his fall.
From that he bounded into the outstretched arms of a second tree and
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During a 1902
hunt in
Mississippi,
Roosevelt refused
to shoot a bear
which had been
found and
brought to camp
for that purpose :
Clifford
Berryman 's

Washington Post
cartoon of the
event was
reprinted
endlessly, and
inspired
toy-makers to
create the Teddy
Bear.

books with prefaces claiming they
were "observed fact" that presented
animals with human skills and sensitivities made him furious. Such
ridiculous tales, he said, completely
distorted the true animal-people relationship , and corrupted the thinking
of the vast number of youths reading
them. He realized that, as President,
he shouldn't get into the blistering,
name-calling argument that built up
after Burroughs' first article, but he
couldn't help it. By 1907 he was joining Burroughs in articles and interviews blasting such prominent,
popular writers as Ernest Thompson
Seton, Reverend William J. Long, and
Charles G. D. Roberts for "shamefully
perverting natural history."
Burroughs wrote years later,
"Roosevelt joined me and others in a
crusade against the fakers and
wielded the 'big stick' with deadly
effect. He detected a sham naturalist
as quickly as he did a trading politician."
Many people thought the President
of the United States should have
stayed out of such a controversy, but
it can't be denied that Roosevelt's
open stand on the issue was courageous; it has been judged by history
to have been correct.
When TR took office as President,
the United States had only five National Parks: Yellowstone, Yosemite,
Sequoia , General Grant, and Mt.
Rainier. At his urging, five more were
added: Oregon's Crater Lake, Oklahoma's Platt National Park, North
28
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Dakota's Sully Hill, South Dakota's
Wind Cave, and Colorado's Mesa
Verde.
The Reclamation Act of June, 1902,
which, according to some legislators ,
was "relentl essly pushed through
Congress by the President," made it
possible to :i;eclaim arid public lands
with water from feder ally constru cted features. By 1909, over 30
enormous reclamation projects, involving the irrigation of well over
three million acres of land, were
either completed or well under way.
In April, 1903, Roosevelt, accompanied by John Burroughs, spent two
weeks roaming through Yellowstone
National Park. Burroughs, writing
about the President's intense interes t
in all forms of wildlife, included,
"One day as we were riding along, he
saw a live mouse on the ground beside the road. He instantly jumped

out of the sleigh and caught the
mouse in his hands ; and sent it to the
United States Museum in
Washington. It proved to be a species
new to the Park. "
According to Burroughs ' account
of the trip , the President's plans at
first included a lion hunt. "And I was
then cherishing the secret hope that I
might be allowed to shoot a cougar,"
wrote Burroughs. " Some of the
cougars, or mountain lions, in the
Park certainly needed killing. The
superintendent (Army Major John
Pitcher, who accompanied the visitors on portions of their Park tour)
reported he had seen where they had
slain 19 elk."
But a few newspaper articles indicated the public might protest such a
hunt, so TR canceled it in favor of an
as extensive as was possible naturestudy tour of the Park, which encompasses 3 ,472 square miles of wild,
mysterious landscape in the heart of
the Rocky Mountains.
There were rumors that Burroughs
resented Roosevelt's fondness for
hunting; that they were false is best
proved by the noted naturalist's own
words:
"The President said, ' I will not fire
a gun in the Park; then I shall have no
explanations to make. ' Yet once I did
hear him say in the wilderness, ' I feel
as ifl ought to keep the camp in meat.
I always have.' I regretted that he
could not do so on this occasion.
"I've never been disturbed by the
President's hunting trips . It is to such
men as he that the big game legitimately belongs - men who regard it
from th e point of view of th e
naturalist as well as from that of the

sportsman, who are interested in its
preservation, and who share with the
world the delight they experience in
the chase. Such a hunter as Roosevelt
is as far removed from the gamebutcher as day is from night .... "
Roosevelt's party on the two-week
Yellowstone tour varied as to its
members from time to time, but usually included , in addition to Burroughs, "camp laborers , a lieutenant
and an orderly or two, and a guide,
Billy Hofer." At the President's direction, all reporters and secret service
men, and even his physician and private secretary, were left behind.
Traveling sometimes in big
sleighs, each drawn by two span of
horses, sometimes on snowshoes the snow was six feet deep in some
areas of the Park- and sometimes on
horseback, the group went far deeper
into the wilderness than the famous
geyser and gorge sections to which
most travel in the Park at the time was
confined . Because John Burroughs,
who was 66 years old and had never
been on snowshoes in his life and not
on a horse's back in 40 years, had
expresse d concern that he might not
have the strength required for wilderness travel, Roosevelt had requested that such ease of conveyance
as was available be provided his
companion. So the Park authorities,
who met the President at the entrance
to Yellowstone with a fine saddlehorse, brought along for Burroughs
an ambulance drawn by two span of
mules. The naturalist " experienced
just a slight shade of mortification,"
but entered the vehicle. The mules,
excited by the activity of the Presidential procession , promptly ran

then into the branches of a third one, finally landing on a bunch of moss
that was as thick as a feather bed. He still had his rifle in his hand.
"Seeing me p·eering anxiously over the rim of the cliff, he was quick to
relieve my anxiety. 'Not hurt a bit,' he shouted gaily, as he gathered
himself together and shook his legs. 'Wait till I find my glasses.' He
recovered them, undamaged, from the pile of moss."
It is surprising that Theodore Roosevelt, as he became more and more
deeply involved in a happy family life and a successful political career,
found time for trips to wilderness areas, but he did. In 1888, he, his
cousin West Roosevelt, William Merrifield, Jack Willis, and an Indian
guide went on a caribou hunt in the Selkirk Mountains in southeast
British Columbia. After a hard, rough week with no hunting success to TR, however, it was a "fine exploring expedition" - West Roosevelt
and Merrifield left the mountains. But TR, Willis, and the Indian took
packs and climbed on foot into the heights until they reached the snow
line. Roosevelt not only killed his first caribou - a big bull - but
bagged a bear as well. The party came out of the mountains with the
Indian carrying the caribou's skull and antlers on his head, and with
Roosevelt announcing that he had, as usual, gained enough strength
being near to nature to "fall-to with redoubled energy" on his current
writing project, The Winning of the West (a forceful, eloquent, fourvolume narrative marking a high point in his writing career) and "to
take a part in the political campaign if needful."
The next year Roosevelt went to the Bitter Root range in the Rockies
to hunt bear. He bagged three or four, and moose and elk as well. But
one grizzly almost got him: "To this animal I had given a mortal
wound, and ... he bolted into a thicket .... On my following him up
and giving him a second wound, he charged very determinedly, taking
two bullets without flinching. I just escaped the charge by jumping to
one side, and he died almost immediately after striking at me as he
rushed by."
In September, 1891, Roosevelt went on one of his last big hunts in the
West, an elk hunt in the Two-Ocean Pass country of northwestern
Wyoming. " I shot nine elk," he wrote. "Some of them were giants. It
was one of the pleasantest hunts I ever made."
He hunted elk in many places throughout the Rockies, and remarked
that, in some ways, he enjoyed "going after the wapiti" more than any
other hunting. He particularly thrilled to the "whistling" noise made
by the bulls in rutting season. "It is a most singular and beautiful
sound," he wrote, "and is very much the most musical cry uttered by
any four-footed beast. When heard for the first time it is almost impossible to believe that it is the call of an animal. It sounds far more as if
made by some strange wind instrument. It consists of quite a series of
notes uttered continuously, in a most soft, musical, vibrant tone, so
clearly that they can be heard half a mile off."
"The hunter's instinct," wrote Stewart Edward White, "was in
Theodore strongly developed; and as was his habit he faced fairly and
squarely all the questions involved in that instinct. It was noble because, rightly followed, it was a vehicle for the development of the
manly qualities."
A friend once said to President Theodore Roosevelt, "The West owes
a lot to you. You've translated it to the tenderfoots."
"What?" TR boomed . "I owe everything to the West! It made me! I
found myself there! "
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away, pushed the President and his
escort off the road , and nearly threw
Burroughs through the top of the ambulance. The driver finally got them
under control after they had the
bumpy road all to themselves and,
after that, Burroughs managed quite
well on a big bay, and even on snowshoes when he had to.
Burroughs said Roosevelt " thrilled
with joy at everything he saw in the
Park, from the tiny, Western purple
finch and a little, wild early buttercup , not an inch high, to thundering ,
foaming cataracts and great wild
animals." At one point, the President
stated his plan to take his lunch and
go alone into the wilderness for a day,
and that he did, although the Park
authorities did not approve of the
idea. In the late afternoon, after
tramping some 18 miles through very
rough country, he "came briskly back
to camp, looking as fresh as when he
started." He had eaten his lunch "under the very noses of a band of elk,"
and that night before the campfire, he
told of watching the elk for over an
hour from a distance of less than 50
yards, and of being serenaded by a
variety of Western birds while he
identified and studied them. Nothing
in the wilderness escaped Roosevelt,
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from bears to mice, from wild geese to
chickadees , from elk to red squirrels ;
and it was his custom each night to
make himself comfortable on a log by
the campfire and start off the talk
with a discussion of the wildlife he' d
seen during the day. After a time,
he'd drift into stories of his experiences as a frontier ranchman, hunter,
Rough Rider, and police commissioner; then, he' d end the night's session with an amusing anecdote, such
as, "Before I left Washington, I got a
letter from one of the Rough Riders
who is in jail in Arizona. He wrote, 'I
am in trouble. I shot a lady, but I did
not intend to hit the lady; I was shooting at my wife.' " Laughter, including the President's, would ring out
over the treetops, and then the campers would retire to a sound sleep.
Burroughs said the President
" laughed like a boy" at the " notable
spectacle" of great herds of elk in a
remote area of the Park. At one place,
the naturalist and Roosevelt stood on
an elevated plateau, midst "little,
slender, striped chipmunks scurrying about," and gazed on an estimated 3,000 elk scattered over the
slopes and valleys below.
One of the travelers ' camps was in a
spruce grove above a beautiful canon

of the Yellowstone River that had a
depth of five or six hundred feet. Here
is the way Burroughs recalled what
happened there:
" Across the canon in front of our
camp, upon a grassy plateau which
was faced by a wall of trap rock, apparently 30 or 40 feet high, a band of
mountain sheep soon attracted our attention. They ... were not at all disturbed by our presence .. . . We
speculated as to whether or not the
sheep could get down the almost
perpendicular face of the chasm to
the river to drink. It seemed impossible. Would they try it while we were
there to see? We all hoped so; and
sure enough, late in the afternoon the
word came to our tents that the sheep
were coming down. The President,
with coat off and a towel around his
neck, was shaving. One side of his
face was half shaved, and the other
side lathered. Hofer and I started for a
point on the brink of the canon where
we could have a better view.
" By Jove," said the President, " I
must see that. The shaving can wait,
and the sheep won't."
So on he came, accoutred as he was
-coatless, hatless , but not latherless,
nor towelless. Like the rest of us , his
only thought was to see the sheep do

-·
Roosevelt and his party pause before a giant sequoia at Yosemite in 1903 .
Second from right is TR's secretary William Loeb, Jr. John Muir is fourth
from right. (Theodore Roosevelt Collection, Harvard College Library)

Roosevelt's
Conservation Achievements
• Established five national parks.
• Created 55 national wildlife refuges.
• Approved the National Monuments Act, under which he created
16 national monuments.
• Preserved more than 148 million acres as national forests.
• Set aside 86 million acres as national mineral reserves.
• Influenced the creation of 36 state conservation commissions.
• Effected game laws in Alaska.
• Contributed to the life history literature of a number of North American
and exotic species.
• Helped organize the Boone and Crockett Club and molded it into a
powerful conservation lobby.
• Wrote numerous books, brochures, and magazine articles on natural
history.
• Collected many specimens of North American mammals for
U.S. Biological Survey.
• Collected bird specimens for the American Museum of Natural History.
• Led African collecting expedition for the Smithsonian Institution,
discovering several new species and subspecies.

their "stunt." With glasses in hand,
we watched them descend those
perilous heights, leaping from point
to point, finding a foothold where
none appeared to our eyes, loosening
fragments of the crumbling rocks as
they came, now poised upon some
narrow shelf and preparing for the
next leap, zigzagging or plunging
straight down till the bottom was
reached, and not one accident or misstep amid all that insecure footing. I
think the President was the most
pleased of us all; he laughed with the
delight of it, and quite forgot his need
of a hat and coat till I sent for them.
In the night we heard the sheep
going back; we could tell by the noise
of the falling stones. In the morning
... there they all were at the top once
more, apparently safe and sound."
Roosevelt had not been in Yellowstone long before he came across
the carcasses of mountain sheep , a
deer, and an antelope killed by
cougars, and he later wrote of the
need to control the steadily increas. ing mountain lion population, explaining, "On the great plains
cougars rarely get antelope, but in the
Park the country is broken so that the
big cats can make their stalks under
favorable circumstances."

He returned from Yellowstone
with much valuable information
about the antelope, part gleaned from
Park guides and old-timers in the
area, and part acquired by many
hours of observation. All the antelope, he learned, wintered in the
plains and lower slopes of the foothills near the mouth of the Gardiner
River, then in April and early May
migrated over the mountains and
through the forests to their summer
homes in the open valleys along the
Yellowstone River and farther south.
Roosevelt delighted in watching the
shy creatures - antelope were so
very much warier than the deer and
mountain sheep, he said - traveling
in bands of from 20 to 150 but strung
out almost in single file. He tried several times to get near some of them,
but never got closer than 80 yards,
and that was to a doe c1.nd a fawn
which were by themselves at the rear
of the file.
In contrast, he repeatedly slipped
to within 20 yards of bands of mountain sheep , one time sitting on a stone
and watching them for 20 minutes.
"They paid hardly any attention to
my presence," he wrote. " One of the
rams rose on his hind legs , leaning
his fore-hoofs against a little pine

tree, and browsed the ends of the
budding branches. The others grazed
on the short grass and herbage or lay
down and rested;two of the yearlings
several times playfully butted at one
another. Now and then one would
glance in my direction without the
slightest sign of fear, barely even of
curiosity .... After I had looked atthe
sheep to my heart's content, I walked
back to my horse, my departure arousing as little interest as my advent."
Roosevelt, after spending two
weeks in the Park, was of the opinion
that elk, or wapiti, far outnumbered
all the other game in the area put together, and that Yellowstone was a
natural nursery and breeding-ground
for the species, partially because elk
suffered from no animal foe except
cougars, whereas many other species
were preyed on by the plentiful
coyotes and other predators as well as
the mountain cats.
He did, however, see one other living thing attempt to molest an elk. It
was a great golden eagle, which twice
swooped down on a straggling yearling, hovered a foot or two above its
head, and apparently tried to determine the best attack procedure. To
Roosevelt's pleasure, before the eagle
could get into deadly action, the
yearling trotted off to the rest of the
elk band.
The President observed that the elk
fed at irregular hours throughout the
day, just like cattle; at times one
group of them would be lying down
while another was feeding. "On the
one or two occasions when I wanted
to see them close up," he wrote, "I ran
right into them on horseback, both on
level plains and going uphill along
the sides of rather steep mountains.
One band in particular I practically
rounded up for John Burroughs , finally getting them to stand in a huddle while he and I sat on our horses
less than 50 yards off."
It made Roosevelt happy to please
his old friend Burroughs, about
whom he said, "On such a trip there
could be no pleasanter or more interesting companion than he was."
The President had an affectionate
name for the naturalist - " Oom
John" - and soon had everyone in
their traveling party calling him that.
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In April of 1905, Roosevelt hunted bear in Colorado with his friends (from left)
Philip B. Stewart and Dr. Alexander Lambert. Apparently his last big game expedition as president was thoroughly enjoyable. (Theodore Roosevelt Collection,
Harvard College Library)

John Burroughs well knew of
Roosevelt's lifetime fondness for
birds and his scientific study of them;
y et , in Yellowstone , the aging
nature-lover and bird-specialist got
"a fresh impression of the vast extent
of the President's natural history
knowledge." ." On that trip ," wrote
Burroughs, "I was able to help him
identify only one new bird. All the
other birds he recognized as quickly
as I did. "
Burroughs added, "The President
is a good deal of a storm, a man of
such abounding energy and ceaseless
activity that he sets everything in motion around him wherever he goes The inost interesting thing I saw in
that wonderful Western land was, of
course, the President himself."
During the trip , Roosevelt laid the
cornerstone of the Yellowstone Park
gateway, and in his address stressed
that the essential purpose of National
Parks " is the preservation of the
scenery, of the forests , of the wilderness life and the wilderness game for
the people as a whol e, instead of leav32

ing the enjoyment thereof to be confined to the very rich who can control
private reserves."
In June, 1906, Roosevelt persuaded
Congress to pass the National
Monuments Act, a measure giving
the President power to designate historic landmarks as Monuments to be
protected . Before the end of his term
in 1909, he established 16 National
Monuments and paved the way for
some 100 more to be so designated.
In March, 1907, Roosevelt created
the Inland Waterways Commission
for the multipurpose development of
rivers. In May, 1908, he held a conference of state governors at the White
House in behalf of conservation. As
one result of that conference, he appointed a National Conservation
Commission to make an inventory,
the first ever prepared for any nation,
of all the natural resources within the
territory of the United States.
The effects of TR's speeches and
messages as President and the official
acts of his administration led to a
new, vital, lasting concern on the part

of both citizens and government for
the best use that is consistent with
protection for all the nation's natural
resources. Gifford Pinchot wrote in
1910, "The greatest work that Theodore Roosevelt did for the United
States - greater than his great services in bringing peace, in settling
strikes, in preaching the crusade of
honesty and decency in business and
in daily life - is that he changed the
attitude of the American people toward conserving the natural resources."
During the years between
Roosevelt's departure from the White
House in 1909 and his death on
January 6, 1919, he continued his
naturalist field studies and his nature
writings. He organized and led a collecting expedition to Africa for the
Smithsonian which brought back 296
specimens representing 70 different
kinds of game. His expedition into
the jungles of Brazil to secure specimens for The American Museum of
Natural History was not so productive, but did add some bird and
mammal skins to the museum's collection. Roosevelt and his party,
which included his son Kermit and a
Brazilian explorer, traveled a hitherto
unknown river (later named for
Roosevelt) for 900 miles through
primeval, peril-filled wilderness.
During the 47-day ordeal, canoes
were crushed in the rapids, supplies
were lost and food ran out, jungle
fever struck, and Roosevelt suffered a
leg injury and very nearly died. The
expedition returned with important
geographic and biological knowledge of the Amazon basin. Roosevelt
was a very sick man when he got back
to Sagamore Hill, and he never fully
recovered his strength; his greatest
wilderness adventure was his last.
One of Theodore Roosevelt's biographers, Hermann Hagedorn, who
knew him well, said he "was the .
biggest fire I ever came near, the
biggest fir.e I know about in American
history .... Most people know little
of the courage, the decisive judgment, the sympathy, the human understanding, the humor, the fervor,
the persistence, the fighting strain,
the compelling magic ... which
made millions of us ... see and feel
our country as we had never seen or
felt her before .... "

MAJOR NUCLEAR FACILITIES
IN SOUTH CAROLINA
1 Savannah River Plant
2 Fuel Reprocessing Plant
3 Radioactive Waste Burial Site
4 Uranium Fuel Fabrication
5 Nuclear Power Station
6 Nuclear Submarine Facility
7 Nuclear Power Station
8 Nuclear Power Station
9 Nuclear Power Station
10 Nuclear Power Station
11 Plutonium Fuel Plant
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LEARF T E

Government and industry have committed South Carolina to a central role in nuclear
energy development, but her citizens are largely uninformed about environmental uncertainties attached to the build-up of facilities here.
There was a time when nuclear
power was just a phrase in the minds
of most South Carolinians, one which
turned up in headlines occasionally,
flashing across the consciousness
like the tiny trail of an atomic particle. But atomic particles drive the incredible force of chain reaction. Nuclear power is no longer just a phrase.

And the headlines, to the surprise of
many, are beginning to come from
South Carolina.
In January of 1974, then-Governor
of Georgia Jimmy Carter wrote a letter
to the U.S. Atomic Safety and Licensing Board which may find a place as a
strange footnote in the history of interstate relations.

Carter, a former nuclear physicist,
warned that Georgia would oppose
any further build-up of nuclear
facilities across its border with South
Carolina unless certain environmental standards were met.

bu Tom Baxter
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"We are concerned about the continuing buildup of such facilities
bordering the Savannah River," he
wrote, "in terms of the increasing potential for direct radiation exposure
of Georgia citizens, the probable continuing build-up of radioactive contamination of the Savannah River,
and the steadily increasing risk of a
major nuclear accident that could
greatly affect Georgia people and
Georgia's natural resources."
To many South Carolinians, Carter's letter may sound like sour
grapes . Since World War II, the
Southeast has become a heartland for
the nuclear industry, and South
Carolina has been a leader in this development.
Every drop of oil this nation consumes brings it a step closer to the
day when it will have to shift the
brunt of its energy usage to another
source, and it has been clear for years
that government planners mean for
that source to be nuclear power.

And that means billions of dollars
in industrial development. The Allied General nuclear fuel reprocessing plant at Barnwell, the facility
which sparked the letter from Carter,
is a crucial link in that development.
But this facility, which will cost
over $500 million if it reaches its final
phase of development, isn't South
Carolina's only piece of the nuclear
pie. There's the Chem Nuclear lowlevel waste storage facility, also in
Barnwell, the Westinghouse fuel fabrication plant in Columbia, and a
proposed nuclear fuel refabrication
plant which Westinghouse plans to
build in Anderson at a cost of over
$60 million. All of that is in addition
to the nuclear power plants run by
utilities in the state, and any spin-off
industries that might come along in
the future.
It's enough to make any neighbor
envious. The neighbors aren't the
only ones who are complaining,
however.

01ossaru 011uc1aar Terms
background radiation - the radiation in
man's natural environment, including
cosmic rays and radiation from the
naturally radioactive elements, both
outside and inside the bodies of human
beings and other animals.

breeder reactor - a reactor that produces
fissionable fuel as well as consuming it,
especially one that creates more than it
consumes.
chain reaction - a reaction that
stimulates its own repetition; in a fission
chain reaction, a fissionable nucleus
absorbs a neutron and fissions, releasing
additional neutrons.
coolant - a substance circulated through
a nuclear reactor to remove or transfer
heat; common coolants are water, air,
carbon dioxide and liquid sodium.

fi•ion - the splitting of a heavy nucleus
into two approximately equal parts,
accompanied by the release of a relatively
large amount of energy and generally one
or more neutrons.
fuel element - a rod, tube, plate or other
mechanical shape or form into which
nuclear fuel is fabricated for reactor use.
fuel recycling - the reuse of fissionable
material after it has been recovered by
chemical processing from spent or
depleted reactor fuel, re-enriched, and
refabricated into new fuel elements.
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fusion - the formation of a heavier
nucleus from two lighter ones with the
attendant , release of energy (as in a
hydrogen bomb).
nuclear power plant - any device,
machine or assembly that converts nuclear
energy into some form of useful power,
such as electricity; in a nuclear electric
power plant, heat produced by a reactor is
generally used to make steam to drive a
turbine that drives an electric generator.
nuclear reactor - a device in which a fission chain reaction can be initiated, maintained, and controlled; its essential component is a core with fissionable fuel; it is the
basic machine of nuclear energy.
plutonium - a heavy, radioactive, manmade, metallic element; its most important
isotope is fissionable plutonium-239, produced by neutron irradiation of
uranium-238; used for reactor fuel and in
weapons, it is 35,000 times more toxic than
cyanide when it enters the body.
radioactive contamination -deposition of
radioactive material in any place where it
may be harmful.
radioactivity - the spontaneous decay or
disintegration of an unstable atomic nucleus, usually accompanied by the emission of ionizing radiation.
uranium -a radioactive element; the basic
raw material of nuclear energy.

"The people and leaders of this
state have been sold on this thing,"
says Mrs. Ruth Thomas, a former art
teacher from Columbia who heads
one of the groups which is trying to
block the opening of the Allied General plant. "But they've been listening to nuclear salesmen,notexperts."
The nuclear industry was drawn to
the South for many reasons, including plentiful water, a good climate,
and favorable labor conditions. But a
key factor was the presence of the
military, which had already set up its
own massive nuclear operation in
this region, and gotten itself accepted
as a good neighbor.
It is no accident that an array of
industrial nuclear installations is
growing up around Oak Ridge, Tennessee; nor is it accidental that the
development in South Carolina was
preceded by the 200,000-acre Savannah River Plant, keystone of the nation's nuclear weapons production.
(The Allied General plant, in fact, is
on land that was once part of SRP.)
The entire nuclear industry, in fact,
stands on a foundation begun by the
military, which developed much of
the essential technology in the course
of building bombs and submarines.
After the war, the government
nudged the nuclear industry into
existence by giving the Atomic
Energy Commission - which also
handled military nuclear development- the job of promoting and regulating the "peacetime atom." One of
the criticisms of the AEC has been
that it handled its civilian function in
a military way, stressing loyalty and
security in a way that ultimately left
the public uninformed about all aspects of atomic power, and blocked
planners from seriously considering
any options other than nuclear.
Under the guidance of the AEC, the
civilian industry was to develop in a
series of stages, like the chain reaction that creates nuclear energy.
First would come a generation of
nuclear fission reactors, powered by a
highly refined isotope of uranium,
U-235. But since there's a limited
supply of uranium ore and since it
takes a lot of this ore to produce
U-235, fuel from reactors would later
be "recycled," turning the byproducts, including plutonium, into
usable fuel.

t.

The next step toward solving the
fuel supply problem would be the
breeder reactor, so-called because it
actually creates more fuel than it uses
by bringing active plutonium particles into contact with less radioactive
material, producing still more
plutonium.
It was hoped that ultimately the
supply problem, and some rather
bothersome environmental problems
that came with it, would be solved by
the development of a fusion reactor,
which could produce power by
smashing atoms together rather than
splitting them, and would run on
non-radioactive elements that are
plentiful in the world's oceans.
But over the last couple of years,
there have been events which have
interacted and taken on their own terrible force in a way that rivals the
awesome power of the atom.
At about the same time Carter was
writing his letter, the AEC was going
through the final stages of its dissolution. It has now been replaced by the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(NRC), which is in charge of regulating the industry, and the Energy Research and Development Administration (ERDA), which will handle the
development of all new energy
sources. There were other reasons for
the split, but implicit in this move
was a feeling on the part of Congress
that a nuclear empire had grown up
within the AEC which needed closer
watching.
These new agencies preside in a
world which holds many more uncertainties than the one in which the
AEC mapped out its nuclear plans.
There was a time when energy,
economics and the environment were
talked about as if they existed in separate universes. In the new era in
which South Carolina stands to figure so prominently, the universes
are colliding.
Townsend Belser once worked as
an engineer in the Navy's nuclear
submarine program. These days he
devotes a large part of his Columbia
law practice to an effort to block the
opening of the Allied General reprocessing plant at Barnwell.
Belser sees his work, representing
three environmental groups in a protracted and complex series of hearings
which will decide the fate of the

Fission and Fusion
The nuclear reactors now in operation are fission reactors, powered by a highly refined isotope of
uranium, U-235 , whose unstable atoms split, or fission , and release heat. Among the problems
connected with their operation are environmental problems - large amounts of waste heat
produced, hazards of transportation and storage of highly radioactive materials - and the
steadily decreasing supply and rising cost of uranium.
The planned next step toward solving the fuel supply problem is the breeder
reactor, so-called because it creates more fuel than it uses by bringing active
plutonium particles into contact with Jess radioactive materials, producing still
more plutonium. In the breeder diagrammed below, fuel rods (a) are burned in
the core (b), releasing large numbers of neutrons. Some are trapped by
nonfissionable uranium in the core and the rods around it, turning part of the
uranium into fissionable plutonium. Liquid sodium circulates through the
reactor (c), carries the heat to a secondary loop (d) which heats a steam
generator (e) .

a

b

d

C

Next in the charted development of nuclear power is the fusion reactor,
anticipated to solve the fuel supply problem and the environmental and
operational problems related to fission reactors. The fusion reactor would
combine atoms rather than splitting them, releasing energy at the same time by
the process which produces energy in the stars - and the hydrogen bomb.
Fusion 's advantage is that it would operate on non-radioactive elements deuterium and tritium - that are plentiful in the world's oceans. And it would
reduce the problems of pollution and radioactive wastes far below the levels of
even the breeder. However, the engineering problems connected with taming the
fusion reaction are so enormous that it is not likely to be operational in the
near future. In the device above, the fusion process is trapped in a magnetic
field . Within the electromagnet (a), ionized heavy hydrogen known as plasma
(b) is heated and compressed so that nuclei collide and fuse, releasing
enormous heat. Liquid lithium (c) absorbs the heat, and transfers it to a steam
generator (d) . The circular reactor is encased in a concrete shield (e).
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plant, as a "holding action" which
must be carried on until the public is
better informed about what it is getting into with nuclear power.
The nuclear industry isn't at all
happy about any potential holds on
the Barnwell plant. Back in the mid60s, when the plant was being planned, it was thought that Barnwell
would be the nation's third nuclear
reprocessing plant. But Barnwell's
two predecessors, at Morris, Illinois
and West Valley, New York, were
beset with a variety of economic and
environmental problems and have
been closed.
Without reprocessing, the fuel
cycle which was supposed to advance the industry into its next stage
of development cannot take place.
Spent fuel is piling up at reactors all
over the nation, creating a hazardous
and costly storage problem while the
cost of uranium ore rises .
Since it can't go into full-scale operation without a supply of plutonium, the next stage, the breeder, is
also jeapordized. And the breeder
program, which hinges on a demonstration reactor being built on
the Clinch River near Oak Ridge, already has problems.
"Environmental groups haven't
delayed the nuclear industry," Belser
says. "The industry has been delayed
because of its own mistakes. All
we've done is to publicize them ."
The Barnwell controversy has
given Belser the chance to call forward a number of nuclear critics who
are willing to talk about the
shortcomings they see. Of these, the
man who has probably struck closest
to the public nerve is Dr. John Gofman, a physician and nuclear scientist who worked at the AEC's Lawrence Livermore Laboratory before he
and another scientist backed up the
findings of Dr. Ernest J. Sternglass
(another of the witnesses opposed to
the Barnwell plant) on the effects of
radiation on infant mortality.
Testifying before the General Assembly., Gofman noted that the longlived radioactivity which would be
housed in the Barnwell plant equaled
that of 192,000 Hiroshima atom
bombs. Then, in a painfully drawn
series of scenarios, he calculated the
effect if one-hundredth or one tenthousandth of that radioactivity were
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released , either in a natural catastrophe or by sabotage.
The effects of the larger release
would depend on the weather, he
said. Northerly winds and rain at the
right time might force the evacuation
of everything within 100 miles of
Washington, D.C. Faster winds could
mean the evacuation of a large part of
the east coast, including Philadelphia and New York, or the acceptance
of an unprecedented cancer death
rate. If the radiation were to fall undiluted on Columbia, Gofman said, the
effect would be " simply deadly."
On Safety
It seems incongruous that the
people who tell us with absolute
certainty that they can contain
nuclear fission and all the
poisons it produces are the
same people who tell us that to
forego nuclear fission is to inevitably doom coal miners to
mine accidents and black lung
disease, city dwellers to breathing dirty air, and the landscape
to the ravages of strip mining.
Obviously, it is dishonest to
propose that nuclear fission can
be safely contained, but that
safe mines cannot be built; that
radioactive particles can be
quarantined, but that the waste
products of coal combustion
cannot be removed from the
effluents.
-Ann Roosevelt
in California Engineer
The release of even one-ten
thousandth of the radioactive material, according to Gofman, would
mean the contamination of milk and
crops in an area larger than South
Carolina.
"You'll notice that he also said he
couldn't assess the likelihood of an
accident like this happening," says
Robert Newman, who as project manager of the Barnwell plant has been
cast in the role of Belser's chief adversary. "It's all 'what if .. .' I think I
could take anything you do in life and
'what if' you against the wall."
Newman holds that the Barnwell
plant, which is now about 95 percent
complete, has been designed to withstand virtually any kind of mishap

from the outside, and that there
would be hours to correct any kind of
accident from within the plant before
radioactive material would escape.
Citing a petition from Barnwell residents who favor the plant, Newman
says most opposition to the plant
comes from people who live away
from it and don't understand it. " I
live just three miles from here," he
says. "I have more reason to be concerned than someone who lives in
another city."
Even if the safety of Barnwell were
assured, though , nuclear critics
would still have a multitude of issues
to call into question.
What would happen, for instance,
if a malfunction at one of the nuclear
power plants which would be serviced by Barnwell caused the nuclear
core and fuel rods to burn through
their casings? No one knows, since
no full-scale test has ever been run.
The government has funded
studies which say the chances of such
an accident are infinitesimally small,
and the industry has developed all
kinds of overlapping safety systems
to guard against it. But both are
plagued by episodes like the recent
one at a plant at Browns Ferry,
Alabama, where a worker testing a
leak with a candle caused a fire which
knocked out the reactor's emergency
core cooling system and forced the
shutdown of the plant.
There are many nuclear critics who
share the industry's view that the
likelihood of on-site accidents is too
small to worry about. But they are
concerned about the danger of transportation accidents - not now, so
much, but later, when the increase in
the industry and the recycling program increases the amount of material
being transported, and when
plutonium comes into use as a fuel.
Plutonium has become such a hot
topic that some industry spokesmen
no longer refer to it by name. An element which was created by man in
the first nuclear tests, plutonium is
35,000 times more poisonous than
cyanide when it enters the body, and
highly flammable.
The government was supposed to
rule on the safety of plutonium as a
commercial reactor fuel in a report
called GESMO - the Generic Environmental Statement on Mixed
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The diagram illustrates the
complexity of the nuclear fuel cycle
from mining to use in a nuclear
power plant to transportation of
spent fuel for recycling and storage
of radioactive wastes. Nuclear

critics are concerned about the
increased possibility of accidents, .
as well as increased exposure to
radiation, in a system which moves
radioactive materials often and
sometimes for great distances.
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Oxide fuel. But the final word on
GESMO has been held up, and all
licensing of major facilities - like
Barnwell and Anderson - stands to
be held up until the issue is resolved.
GESMO has been held up by
another major nuclear controversy:
safeguards. It's an issue which has
turned many who were pro-nuclear
on the various environmental questions into nuclear critics.
The safeguards question hinges on
the fact that the peaceful atom and the
wartime atom are the same in their
qualities. For years , it was thought
that the job of constructing an atom
bomb from "raw" materials would be
practically impossible for any group
or individual. After all, it took a team
of brilliant scientists and unlimited
funding to produce the bombs which
ended Word War II.
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The mere presence of a normally
operating nuclear power plant
exposes human beings and other
animals to a wide range of
radiation exposure pathways. When
transportation of fuel and waste are
added to the scene, everyday
exposure and the chance of

But one of the foremost designers
of nuclear weapons, Theodore
Taylor, has pointed out that most of
the information those scientists
didn't have is now available in libraries. And most of the material
needed to design a crude bomb is
available in hardware stores . Taylor's
point was substantiated recently
when an MIT student designed a
blueprint for a bomb a team of scientists said would work.
The safeguards issue isn't being
taken as speculative. Recently, the
NRC proposed a $7 ,000 fine on
Carolina Power and Light for failure
to fully implement its physical security plan at its nuclear plant in
Brunswick, North Carolina.
But the problem which poses the
most long-range difficulty is that of
what to do with those nuclear wastes
which can't by recycled back into the
system. The government has
scratched its head over that question
for years, and has failed to come up
with any satisfactory answer.
One proposal for disposing of the
nation's nuclear wastes was to shoot
it into the bedrock under the Savannah River Plant, where 20 million
gallons of waste is already being
stored above ground. It was pointed
out that the waste might eventually
seep into the Savannah River, and the
plan was ditched.
The scary thing about this problem
is that many of these wastes will remain radioactive for hundreds of
thousands of years. Opinions vary as
to just how dangerous these wastes
are, but there remains the moral problem of passing on the responsibility
of guarding them to untold future
generations.
In a situation where the fuel which
runs a generation is running out,
though , questions of morality sometimes conflict. " What do you tell future generations ," says Newman,
"when you've burned up all the fossil
fuel on earth?"
Last September, S.C. Electric and
Gas Co. announced it had decided not
to build one of the two nuclear stations it had planned near Parr on the
Broad River. The decision wasn't
made because of safeguards or environmental problems , but because of
money.

The price of uranium ore, which
was the chief factor in the termination of the planned SCE&G plant, has
more than tripled since the oil embargo. Construction costs, according
to one firm quoted by the New York
Times, have risen in five years from
$300 per kilowatt to $1 ,135.
The nation's energy policy calls for
a doubling of its 56 commercial nuclear reactors in five years, but there
had been 13 cancellations in the first
nine months of 1975 , and Westinghouse, the largest supplier, reported
that 70 percent of its orders had been
deferred.
Both Duke Power and Carolina
Power and Light are operating nuclear plants in South Carolina today,
but both are facing delays in their
plans for future plants.
The price tag on the Anderson
plant, which would take reprocessed
fuel and put it into the rod form used
in reactors, is already over $60 million, and will rise if it's delayed past
its 1981 scheduled opening date. The
plant, which was supposed to service
the Barnwell plant and another reprocessing plant scheduled for later
construction at Oak Ridge , is another
vital link in that fuel cycle.
But there is one thing which hasn't
been delayed: the steadily nearing
end of this nation's supply of oil.
Townsend Belser is of the opinion
that there never would have been an
energy crisis if it hadn't been for nuclear energy, since it drained off virtually all the energy research money
for years and closed out other options. Whether or not he's right, it is
true that research into other energy
sources, such as the sun and coal, has
only recently begun in earnest.
There are intriguing possibilities,
such as a proposal by noted ecologist
Eugene Odum that the vast unused
portions of the Savannah River Plant
be used for advanced solar research.
But the fact remains that a commitment has been made. For better or
worse, part and probably a large part
of the future will be nuclear. And for
South Carolinians, the need to become informed about this nation's
nuclear policy is even more pressing
than in other states. For them, the
story of that policy is already being
written in the present tense.

accidents are increased.
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n xaltation
The group names
human beings have
given other animals are
often colorful, descriptive
and fun to know.
The hunting lords and ladies of medieval Europe had
some interesting names for the animals they rode after,
caught with hounds, shot with bow and arrow, lanced
with spear, or tangled in nets. They had special names for
the male, the female and the young, and they tagged
groups of these animals with some designations scholars
are still working on today. These terms have come down to
us and are still in use.
In our own young nation, the pioneer hunters also put
names to animals and sometimes they were governed by a
sense of false modesty, calling a bull a "cow-brute" or a
"gentleman-cow." Since much of our heritage is of English origin, we adopted or adapted English hunting terms
in the new land. Now the English are not what you might
call the world's greatest linguists and when they encountered a foreign word, they sometimes changed it to sound

a covert of COUGARS
a glide of FLYING FISHES
an army of FROGS
a plump of GROUSE
a smuck of JELLYFISH
a mob of KANGAROOS
a deceit of LAPWINGS
an exaltation of LARKS
a leap of LEOPARDS
a plague of LOCUSTS
tidings of .MAGPIES
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more "English," the original meaning was lost, and it took
much work to find the source of a hunting expression.
Take the wild boar, for instance. The European wild
boar is one of the most dangerous animals to hunt, especially on foot as was the sporting thing to do. The French,
knowing the sanguinary proclivities of the wild boar,
named it "Le Sangleur" - "the blood-letter." The English
liked the term, changed the pronunciation a bit, and now a
group of wild boars is called "a singular of boars." Mallards fly quickly and steeply when alarmed and the French
called this "sodre," to fly. The English changed it to "a
sord of mallards," in short, a rising of panicky ducks.
Some of the names are beautifully poetic- as an exaltation of larks, a charm of goldfinches, or a mutation of
thrushes. Some are eminently descriptive,--such as a
clamor of rooks , a murder of crows, a glaring of cats, or a
staring of owls. Some suggest the sounds animals make a crash of rhinoceroses, a chattering of starlings, or a
sounder of swine. Some seem to describe the actions of the
animals in groups - a pride of lions, an ostentation of
peacocks, a walk of snipes, a knot of toads.
In an age of imprecision, such terms are useful, definitive, colorful, and enrich the language. They are also fun to
read. The attached list represents some thirty years of
keeping a card file on animal names. Perhaps you can
make up some of your own.
As a museum man for almost thirty-five years I have one
for my own profession - "A Frustration of Museum Directors ," which has, at times, been occasioned by "A Dawdling of Trustees"!

a puddling of MALLARDS
a richness of MARTENS
a labor of MOLES
a barren of MULES
a watch of NIGHTINGALES
an ostentation of PEAFOWL
a pack of PERCH
a bouquet of PHEASANTS
a congregation of PLOVERS
a nursery of RACCOONS
an unkindness of RAVENS

a crash of RHINOCEROSES
a murmuration of STARLINGS
a wedge of SWANS
a singular of SWINE
a mutation of THRUSH
an ambush of TIGERS
a knot of TOADS
a pitying of TURTLE DOVE
a bale of TURTLES
a descent of WOODPECKERS
a herd of WRENS
illustrations by Haydee Verdia

nIma1g
a herd of CURLEWS

a flock of DOLPHINS

a business of FERRETS

by William A. Burn~

a skulk of FOXES

a charm of FINCHES

a flock of CAMELS

~-

a shrewdness of APES

a stitching of DRAGONFLIES

•
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a battery of BARRACUDAS

~J
a convocation of EAGLES

a covert of COOTS

a staring of OWLS
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Dear Sir :
Despite the fact that the project is
economically unsound , recreationally unnecessary, and environmentally disastrous , the U .S. Corps of Engineers, backed by a few small special interest groups, continues to
forge ahead with their plans to build a
dam across the Savannah River at
Trotters Shoals. This would form a
lake which would extend from the
upper reaches of Clark Hill Lake to
the tailrace immediately below
Hartwell Dam; thus flooding the last
remaining undammed stretch of the
upper Savannah River. Surprisingly,
little public outcry has been raised.
Th is seems due to a lack of public
awareness of the implications of the
project.
Originally approved at a cost of less
than $80,000,000, the Trotters Shoals
Dam (also known as the Richard B.
Russell Dam) now appears to be
headed for costs in the neighborhood of one-half billion dollars in
federal funds alone . Additional state
funds would be required for any recreational development around the
lake . The unrealistically low figures
originally used to secure approval of
the project were based on several fallacies , the greatest of which is the
Corps ' contention that they could
secure their money at 3¼% interest.
The Corps fails to give proper consideration to the loss of fishing , hunting and other recreational potential
connected with the river in its present state and states that recreational
facilities of the type associated with
large reserviors are presently in short
supply in the areas of Clark Hill and
Hartwell Lakes.
The water currently released below
Hartwell Dam has an oxygen content
of Oto 2 parts per million . This water
is aerated by flowing over thirty miles
of intervening rocky shoals between
Hartwell Dam and Clark Hill Lake. Arriving at Clark Hill with an oxygen
content of 8 parts per million, this
water contributes to the fertility
which has made Clark Hill the site of
many national bass fishing tournaments. If Trotters Shoals Dam were
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built, this stretch of the river would
be inundated; and an impoundment
of very poor quality water would be
created below it. The fishing in the
proposed lake at Trotters Shoals
would thus be very poor due to low
oxygen content of the water. This
oxygen-poor water would then be released directly into Clark Hill to the
detriment of the fish population so
valued there. Decreased fishing at
Clark Hill would likely be followed by
plummeting property values in the
area. Trotters Shoals Lake as proposed would inundate 50% of all the
trout fishing water available to the
residents of South Carolina . It would
flood nearly 30,000 acres of valuable
hardwood forest which is presently
the site of some of the richest hunting territory in eastern Georgia and
western South Carolina . The loss in
timber resources from this project in
Souti1 Carolina alone is estimated at
$4,250,000 per year.
Despite the fact that this project
has been opposed by the National
Wildlife Federation, both State
Wildlife' Federations, both State
Forestry Associations and others, the
congressional delegations as well as
the state officials of both states continue to be either apathetic or in support of the project. As a result of this
lack of legislative response, an organization has been formed to unite
the citizens concerned about the
welfare of the Savannah River and for
the purpose of a public information
campaign. This organization is called
" Friends of the Savannah River,"
P.b. Box 2605 , Augusta, Georgia
30904. Interested persons !Tiay receive information by writing to this
address .
S. Allan Stocks, M.D. ,
Augusta, Ga.
Dear Sir :
I am a former resident of South
Carolina. Yours is a beautiful state.
You have worked hard to retain your
outdoor resources , and to make
them available for enjoyment by your
people.
For the last several years I have
headed a small group of business

people from our state who have
journeyed in the fall to the Francis
Marion National Forest for a hunting
vacatiofl. In addition to our enjoyment we have brought many dollars
of business to your local merchants .
We gladly paid the $25 .25 apiece for
the annual Non-Resident Hunting
License, plus the Game Management
Area Permit of $4 .25 .
This year, only a short time before
the beginning of the hunting season,
we received the attached notice that
we would have to apply for a NonResident Game Management Area
Permit of $20.25. Further, this Permit
must be accompanied by a Postal
Money Order, and no assurance of
approval , since such Permits may be
limited . Upon receipt of this information , our party cancelled our trip. We
feel that your policy to non-resident
hunters will prove to be detrimental
to your state for obvious reasons :
Also , we feel that non-residents who
pay the State Non-Resident Hunting
License Fee should be permitted
equal privileges in hunting the various National Forests, since these are
Federally owned properties .
We hope your Legislature will review and modify your regulations for
non -resident hunters.
Phillip A. Thomas,
Coral Gables, Fla .
Dear Sir:
For a long time I have been an admirer of the South Carolina Wildlife
magazine, and have enjoyed seeing
and reading some of the articles. I am
amazed at the beauty of the layout
and photography (please convey my
admiration and gratitude to your excellent staff), which is par excellence .
What I find difficult to understand is
how you can produce such an outstanding magazine for such a little
cost and yet do not have to resort to
advertising. . . . Congratulations!
Words are difficult to express my
gratitude for this marvelous
magazine.
As I mentioned, I have long admired this, so finally stopped procrastinating and subscribed to it not

. .,

~

only for my benefit but that I might
share it with those patients of mine
who like the outdoors ... so the day
before yesterday I received my first
copy ... and as I thumbed through it
my eye was caught by the fascinating
article by J. Wayne Fears, entitled:
"Kitchen Jerky." Now I have always
been qne whose feet never missed a
table or anything to eat. . . especially
when in the fielq. And it is difficult to
find food that is not only nutritionally
sound but tasty and easy to carry ...
and on seeing this article, I stopped
and read the whole article and I can
tell you my mouth just started to
water . .. and I mean right now. I
could almost taste that jerky.... I
inquired of my wife if we had any
venison in the freezer and , being assured we did, I proceeded next
morning to get" it ~ut to thaw .. . and
I could hardly wait to get home at
lunch time to see what could be
done. At lunch I processed the meat
according to the article and last night
I tasted some very good jerky ...
surprised at how easy it was . .. and
then I finished the rest of the meat
and left it in the oven the rest of the
night . .. and is it delicious . Besides
being good to taste, it does give one
vital proteins for rebuilding and
energy. The only thing that I found
and may suggest for what it may be
worth ... I found taking time to putting the toothpicks in for me was time
consuming and when it came time to
take them out, that also was time
consuming,·as well as a bit difficult to
remove the toothpicks. The second
batch, I just laid them crosswise on
the oven racks and it worked out
nicely for me at least. Then all one has
to do is remove the meat and clean
the racks , which I found was easier
than the time necessary to install and
remove the toothpicks. But that is a
m·atter of personal preference.
Please convey my thanks to Mr.
J. Wayne Fears.
Again thanks for putting out such a
superb magazine and keep it up .

Corbin C. Fox, Jr.,
Charles'ton

Dear Sir:
I leafed through the recently subscribed to South Carolina Wildlife
magazine this afternoon with a great
deal of expectation and pleasure.
I had not really seen a copy since
my husband had received it years ago
as a gift, I believe when he was a
member of the legislature. Apparently it was discontinued . I like it,
and why I did not subscribe to it, I do
not know, for I always enjoy a wellwritten magazine .
Really, one reason I liked it was the
fact that it was easy to handle; so
many magazines are bulky an9
~eavy. But being a "small magazine"
does not mean that it is small in concept, good material and artistry- no
indeed!
On the other hand, it is a joy to me
to have a wildlife magazine of this
caliber put together in South
Carolina .
,
I loved the "Visions of a Carolina
Fall." It was beautifully done and
especially appealing. All of the
magazine has not been read yet, but
that can come later.
Many thanks to you, and your staff,
for the hours you have spent to make
this an outstanding magazine.
Mrs. E. H. Henderson,
Newberry
Dear Sir:
I have been an avid reader of yours
for years, and recently my son subscribed to your excellent magazine. It
is truly a family treasure for us with its
pictures and interesting articles ; and
I plan to frame many of the gorgeous
prints. Also, I use some of the articles
in my history (S.C.) classes.·
Thanks very much for some
pleasurable hours with every issue.
Edna H. Floyd,
Irmo Middle School
Dear Sir:
My family and I were pleasantly
surprised to see the cover of the
September-October issue, and to
read the accompanying article by
Mike Creel on, "The Spaniels of
Boykin." Both the cover photo and

the article describe our Tammy
perfectly in color, temperament ,
anq the love of the chase.
Perhaps the only surprising
feature of our dog is that she has
been in the United States only
once, in 1972.
We bought Tammy in Lima, Peru
in 1969 - as a house pet _:_ while
assign~d to the American Embassy
there. The feature that attracted us
most ·was her deep liver color' (no
other markings) so untypical of
"coc~er spaniels." Since Lima, she
has travelled to Managua, Nicaragua with us, where I am
a~signed to the Embassy . Almost
sev~n years old, Tammy is still

frisky and chases anything that
moves .. She barks well as a
watchdog, but when anyone enters
the house, she greets them with
her violently wagging backside (she
has only the stub of a tail).
I am enclosing a recent photo.
Tammy measures 16 " at the
shoulder and has yellow eyes. Her
breeder: the de Bartra family in
Lima. Sire: Ronny. Dam: Fanny.
If any of your readers can give us
a hint as to how a Boykin made it
to Peru, we'd appreciate very much
hearing from them.
Jack Barton,
American Embassy, Nicaragua
APO New York 09885
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Jim Mills

Hunter Education
Based on Volunteers
Hunter edu cation , an emergin g
statewid e program , is fi rml y based o n
a volunteer in stru cto r o riented program , says state hun te r education
coordinator Jim Mill s.
Mill s, who is w ith th e law enfo rcement section of th e Sout h Carolina
Wildlife and M arine Resou rces Department, said , " W e are dependent
on department t rai ned vo lun teer instructors to teach t he co urses and
encourage partici pat ion o n t he local
level. "
Or ga nizin g c lasses, with t h e
department's help, and recru iting
students is also " pretty m uch left up
to the in stru cto r," Mi ll s said in an
interview from h is office i n Co lumbia. Wh i le th e department w ill
supply some vis ual aids and material s, " we do encou rage inst ru cto rs to
come up with th eir own. That way we
come up with mo re good ideas which
will benefit everyo ne in the p rogram ," he expl ai ned.
To date M ill s and t hree regional
safety off ice rs have t rai ned and cer-
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tified more than 200 instructor s
around the state. Some of th ese instructors are already t eac hi ng
courses in their hometowns, he reported.
The three officers, w ho ca me from
the ran ks of the state's corps of conse rvation officers, hand le th e program on three regio n al le ve l s.
Charles Snider of Ande rso n cove rs
the mountain and upper piedmont
area; Herb Keisler of Le xi ngto n
Cou nty hand les the mid land s and
Melvin Cumbee of No rt h Ch arleston ,
t he lowcountry.
Dedicated perso ns are n eed ed
who are not on ly we ll versed in the
subject matter but w ho are interested
in improvi ng the shooti ng sports and
are wil ling to get o ut and work for
these ideals. They must especiall y be
interested in working with yo un g
people, Mills said.
Instructors wi 11 be recert ified an nually, Mills said. Th is w ill be an administrative p rocedure base d on how
active an instructor has been in teach-

ing and participating in in-service
t raining seminars.
Right now the department's hunter
edu cation office is setting up seminars around the state . These will
cover subject matter needing more
work such as archery safety, muzzleloader hunting, and later sessions on
survival and shooting ranges.
These seminars are not mandatory
for the instructor, he noted, but
highly encouraged .
The purpose of the statewide
hunter education program , which is
less than a year old, is to reduce hunting accidents primarily, but also to
improve hunter-landowner relationships " by instilling in our future
hunters a code of sporting ethics."
Instructors receive 14 hours of instruction and students will receive
12. Classroom work for students includes in struction in firearms andhunting safety, laws, con servation ,
outdoor ethics, field care of game,
survival and first aid. Range firing is
also included in the course.
Another important aspect of the
program , he pointed out, is to acquaint students with the principles of
wildli fe management.

The South Carolina Wildlife
Federation and th~ photography
and art staff of the South Carolina
Wildlife and Marine Resources
Department will sponsor the Second Annual Wildlife Photography
and Art Contest in February. All
entries will be shown at the Federation's annual meeting and banquet to be held Saturday, February
21 in Columbia. Entry forms are
available by writing the Federation
office at 5205 Trenholm Road ,
Columbia, S.C. 29206, or calling
787-3114. Entries must be submitted by February 9. Winning
photographs and artwork will be
featured in South Carolina Out of
Doors , the Federation's official
publication.

Grant Awarded for Marine Research
Marine research in fields as diverse
as shellfish farming and coastal geology will continue under a $360,000
award to the South Carolina Sea
Grant Program announced recently
by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), U.S.
Department of Commerce.
Sea Grant, a program designed to
enhance the conservation and wise
development of marine resources , is
administered through the Marine Resources Center of the South Carolina
Wildlife and Marine Resources Department. Dr. Edwin B. Joseph, director of the department's Marine Resources Division, is the state Sea
Grant Director.
Also participating in the threeyear-old program are the University
of South Carolina, Clemson University, Medical University of South
Carolina, The Citadel and the College
of Charleston .

In the past three years, significant
advances in the culture of giant
shrimp-like Macrobrachium prawns
have been made by a consortium of
South Carolina scientists. Investigators from the Marine Resources
Center have constructed a pilot scale
hatchery facility and successfully
grown the prawns from the juvenile
stage to adulthood in outdoor freshwater ponds at state fish hatcheries.
A team of engineers from Clemson
University has worked to improve the
design of prawn rearing tanks by
studying flow rates and circulation
patterns in a variety of tanks.
Sea Grant also supports research
on culture techniques and mechanical devices to improve the efficiency
and yield of existing fisheries.
A prototype mechanical oyster
harvester is now ready for testing and
a mechanical shrimp deheader is
under development.

In addition to this work with living
marine resources, Sea Grant supports research on a variety of coastal
problems such as beach erosion, and
· a crew of marine advisory agents
brings information to the public.
For example, the Marine Advisory
Program has sponsored within the
past year workshops on beach erosion and coastal protection for property owners, tax procedure and business management for commercial
fishermen, and seafood handling and
preparation for home economists .
The Marine Advisory Program, a
cooperative project involving Clemson , USC, and the wildlife department, also publishes an informational newsletter, 11 Fathom Line,"
which is available free of charge.
For further information, or to have
your name added to the 11 Fathom
Line" mailing list, write "Sea Grant,"
P. 0. Box 12559, Charleston 29412.

Your Hawks, Sir, Where Are They?

Robert Sandifer of York
examines hawk shot over a dove field

Hawks, those noble symbols of
free will with sharp talons and piercing eyes, are valuable in nature's
scheme and are important to man the
hunter as well.
Game managers are fond of quoting a story about the well-meaning

farmer who had his own ideas about
quail management. In the story, the
farmer consults the wildlife biologist
asking why his quail population has
declined.
After surveying the farmer's land,
the biologist approached the farmer
and the dialogue went something
like this:
11
Your hawks, sir, where are they?"
asked the biologist.
"Oh, I killed all of them I could
find ," replied the farmer. "Trapped
'em, shot 'em, used every means I
could to get rid of the quail-eating
pests. "
" Ah," said the biologist, 11 there is
the problem ."
" Oh?" replied the farmer with a
surprised look on his face.
" The hawks eat the rats ," observed
the biologist.
11
The rats?" questioned the farmer.
11
What's that got to do with quail?"
11
The rats , sir, compete with the
quail ... for food ," said the
biologist, giving the farmer a friendly

slap on the back. 11 But the hawks eat
the rats . You 've wiped out your
quail's best friends."
Management implications aside,
this story overlooks one point: all
birds of prey, including all hawks ,
eagles, owls, vultures, falcons, the
harrier or marsh hawk and osprey are
completely protected by South
Carolina and federal law .
Penalties for killing or even molesting a bird of prey in South Carolina
could be a fine as high as $100 in
addition to 30 days in jail. On the
federal level, penalties are higher up to $500 and six months in jail.
Birds of prey on the federal endangered species list, which include
the Southern bald eagle and peregrine falcon found in South Carolina,
are protected under more stringent
penalties.
Conviction for the killing of an
eagle or peregrine falcon could result
in a $1,000 fine and six months in jail
in state court, and $10,000 and six
months in federal court.
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Experts
Puzzled qy
Pelican Decline

Eastern brown pelicans

The Eastern brown pelican, whose
populations took a mysterious nosedive in the 1960's, will receive top
priority attention by a team of federal, state and private bird experts recently appointed by the U.S. Fish and
Wifdlife Service.
Burkett Neely, formerly manager
of Cape Romain National Wildlife
Refuge , in South Carolina, is one of
the team members . The others are:
Lovett Williams , Florida Game and
Fresh Water Fish Commission ; Lawrence Blus, USFWS ; Dr. Ralph W.
Schrieber of Seabird Research, Inc.;
and Larry McNease, Louisiana
Wildlife and Fisheries Commission.
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At one time colonies estimated to
total more than 75,000 of the stately
birds dotted the coastlines of South
Carolina, Florida, Louisiana, Texas
and Mexico , nesting on sandbars or
coastal islands and feeding on the
abundant fish of the shoreline. Pelicans were so numerous along the
Gulf Coast of Louisiana that it was
known as the " Pelican State."
In 1960, however, the birds went
into a sudden myster!ous decline;
virtually vanishing from Louisiana
and Texas and becoming severely reduced in South Carolina .
Today, in spite of fTIUCh research
and some limited management efforts, the birds continue to be rare
throughout their former range. They
number, some scientists estimate,
around 20 to 25,000. Only in Florida
do the birds seem to be successfully
breeding and keeping up their
former abundance.
The birds disappeared so quickly
that the cause of their decline could
not be pinpointed. They were gone
before most biologists knew what
was happening.
It now appears that pesticides, particularly DDT and endrin, were probably th~ principal culprits, for these
chemicals have been shown to be the
cause of heavy mortality today.
In South Carolina, however, the
birds did not experience a sudden
crash , but rather a slow reductipn in
numbers and reproductive success
which continues today. These birds
have thin egg shells and high residues of DDE, a breakdown product
of DDT, in their bodies.
In many other birds, DDE has been
shown to cause reproductive failure
by interfering with normal nesting
cycles and producing thin-shelled
eggs which break easily during incubation. Recently, the DDE levels in
South Carolina pelicans have begun
to drop, but the birds are not out of
danger yet.
The first goal of the recovery team
will be to assemble all of the data so
far gathered in different parts of the
pelican 's range. This will then provide a basis for pla'n ning future research and management efforts to
bring the bird bac;k to healthy and
secure populations . (Department of
the Interior)

No Loss for
Early Boat
Registration
Boat owners who cooperate with
the South Carolina Wildlife and
Marine Resources Department by
re-registering their boats early will
not lose time on their next registration period.
Some confusion among the public
has been noted by department boating officials since a request was publicized recently for boat owners to
register their boats early.
No matter when the boat is reregistered, the registration period
begins when it normally would or at
the expiration of the current threeyear registration period.
Boat owners with registration renewals coming up in winter and
spring are being asked by the South
Carolina Wildlife and Marine R~sources Department to avoid the
spring rush by renewing and titling
upon receipt of renewal notices.
Wildlife department administrators anticipate an unusually heavy
load of registration renewals and ti'tling in the spring of 1976.:Spring is
normally a heavy period, but this year
is also the beginning of a three-year
registration cycle which began when
boats were first required to be registered in the late 1950s.
South Carolina boat registrations
are valid for three years and boats
cannot be operated legally without a
valid registration card on board .
Department administrators are
asking the public's cooperation ,
pointing out that it is to the boat
owner's benefit to send in their renewal and title fees as soon as they
are received. ·
W. C. West, Jr. , department administrator in charge of boat registrations, cautioned boat owners to
renew registrations as soon as they
receive renewal notices . Otherwise
they may experience a delay in the
spring when they will not be able to
operate their boats legally without
proper registration.
Boats and motors are also required
to be titled upon renewal or registration for this period.

.

Flowe ·Trexler

Year's Wildlife Officer
Is Pilot Flowe Trexler

Conservatior, officer-pilot Flowe
Trexler, a native of Barnwell anq a
six-year veteran with the South
Carolina Wildlife and Marine Resources Department's law enforcement section , is South Carolina' s
"Conservation Officer of the Year. "

Trexler is one of three full-time
pilot officers who spend long and
lonely hours patrolling the state night
and day. They search not only for
wildlife violators, but for any environmental violation to the state's
natural resources.

Dr. James A. Timmerman Jr ., department executive director , said
"Trexler is a fine officer, a skillful and
dedicated pilot wlio meets the demands of his job with enthusiasm ."
He is representative of the dedication
that is common among our officer
ranks , Timmerman said.
" Trexler," said Pat Ryan , director
of the department's Law Enforcement and Boa~ing Division, " has excelled in helping perf~ct the aerial
patrol program in support of ground
units. Through his many hours of diligent day and night patrol wo~_k, he
has contributed greatly to the protection of our natural resources."
Trexler is highly qualified as a pilot.
He holds a commercial license with
instrument, ·mlllti-engine and
helicopter ratings. He came to the
department with years of experience
as an agricultural pilot.
Trexler said he likes everything
about his job with the wildlife department. "Variety ," Trexler said,
"all kinds of different aspects including low level work and instrument
flying make the job interesting. It just
gives a variety of work in different
types of aircraft ."
Trexler was selected from nine officers who were chosen in the nine
law enforcement districts in the state.
Altogether there are 1t}O wildlife conservatio11 officers stationed throughout South Carolina .

Magazine Contributor Writes Fish Cook Book
Jan Wongrey, familiar to South
Carolina Wildlife readers as a frequent contributor, has written a
book called Southern Fish and Seafood Cookbook.
·
Published recently by the Sandlapper Book Store of Lexington,
Wongrey's book shows there is as
much sport in the kitchen as in the
field, river or stream . In his book,
free-lance writer Wongrey covers
everything about southern style fish
cookery from cleaning and freezing
to final table preparation. Fresh and
saltwater species as well as shellfish
are covered in the book.
An old hand in the kitchen, Wongrey writes of what he knows most
about . . . eating, basically. But he
has mastered the steps that allow him

through expert cookery to make the
most of his passion.
As past outdoor writer for the State
Newspaper , Wongrey be!'.'.ame wellknown through his columns for his
recipes, not only in the Palmetto
State but all over the Southeast. It's
these recipes, developed through
the years, that the author shares with
his readers iri this popular book.
What the book means to its author
is summed up in the dedication. He
writes: "The spoon I was born with
was certainly not of silver, but it was a
spoon ... a cooking spoon."
"I was born
he continues I "the
,
I"
son of a Europ~an who became a restaurateur and who introduced me to
the noble art of cooking. I was also
very close to ari uncle whose passion

for fishing outweighed all reasoning;
he instructed me in the gentle and
contemplative art of ffshing."
Being the writer he is , Wongrey
could hardly have kept from telling
stories even though the subject of his
book is food and cooking. For the
entertainment of the casual reader he
has written many w~II told stories to
illustrate the sometimes drab topic of
recipes. His stories will inspire the
reader to get out and catch the fish he
tells how to cook.
Preparing the catch after all is a
natural expansion of taking game
fish, fowl or otherwise and Wongrey
tells how to pursue the sport of fishing to its ultimate conclusion in his
Southern Fish and Seafood Cookbook.
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President Gerald Ford, Anne W. Richardson, Senator
Strom Thurmond, Jean Chandler and John Peter Paszek

Charleston wildlife artist Anne
Worsham Richardson (familiar to
South Carolina Wildlife readers for
her past contributions) met recently
with President Gerald R. Ford as he
accepted · her original painting of
"E vening Grosbeaks, " the 1975
Christmas card design selected by
the National Wildlife Federation.
Present during the presentation
held in the Oval Office were Mrs.

Richardson , Senator Strom Thurmond , ~rs. Jean Chandler, aunt of
the artist and John Peter Paszek, husband of the artist.
President Ford expressed an interest in conservation to the artist
and was knowledgeable of the migratory range of the evening grosbeaks. He was interested in the restoration being done in Charleston's
historic section.

Four Ounces
Breaks State Bream Record
Four ounces isn't a lot of weight by
most standards, but it is when it's
four ounces added to a state fish record, as John Hegler of Heath Springs
found out recently.
Hegler, fishing in a pond near his
home , landed what turns out to be a
new state record for the bluegill
bream. His fish weighed three
pounds , four ounces, beating the old
record of three pounds .
Speaking during a telephone interview from his home, Hegler said " I
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was fishing for catfish when I got him
and I thought I had a catfish." He said
he fishes this particular pond often,
usually for bass. Earthworms were his
bait.
The fish " really didn't have a whole
lot of fight, " he allowed . "I reckon it
was because it was so big or older."
He pointed out that he was fishing
on the bottom in about six feet of
water and speculated, " I reckon
that's where the big ones are, that's
where that big rascal was anyway."
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Evening
Grosbeak
Hesperiphona vespertina

1-J:>c?if(/'

A winter visitor in South Carolina, .t he evening grosbeak
is a large finch - seven to eight inches in length. Parrot-like in
appearance and mannerism, it is readily identifiable by its yellow,
black and white coloration and huge whitish beak, obviously
well adapted for seed cracking . The female is more silvery grey
than yellow, but marked much like the male. A bird of the western and
northern coniferous wilderness, the evening grosbeak began to expand
its winter range early in this century, coming confidently to feeding
stations in the northeast and gradually extending southward. They first
appeared in South Carolina in large numbers in the early 1950s and are now
expected winter guests, particularly at feeders where sunflowers are provided.

